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ABSTRACT
This thesis entails the full development and testing of tri-axially nested square Helmholtz
coils. A novel geometric approach is presented which enables the reader to reduce the overall
size of the Helmholtz assembly without sacrificing any volume in the workspace. Included
in the Appendix of this thesis are all of the mechanical and electrical drawings and bills of
materials required for a full-scale reproduction of this project. There the reader may also
find a complete wiring schematic for the system. A comprehensive set of assembly and wiring
instructions are provided.
Two adaptations of the Biot-Savart law are developed in this paper which offer a means
of calculating the B field given the position of interest, the coil geometry, and the amount
current passing through the coil. The pseudoinverse is also used to calculate coefficients
needed to calibrate the system. The Helmholtz system produced is capable of producing a
field with a homogeneity of approximately 0.75% given a field strength to coil radius ratio
0.219, exceeding performance criteria for typical Helmholtz coil assemblies.
System performance is monitored using a three-axis hall magnetometer, the setup and
results of which are presented and used to validate the system geometry and both approx-
imation methods presented. For an outline of the overall system functionality, this paper
details the structure of code written for system development and testing. This is accompa-
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This thesis explores the full development and performance analysis of triaxially-nested
square Helmholtz coils for the production of controlled uniform magnetic fields and field
gradients. A brief history and modern applications of Helmholtz coils are provided, followed
by a high-level discussion of their mechanical and electrical development, assembly, and
testing methods for measurement and validation of the produced system’s performance.
1.1 Background
The Helmholtz coil was first realized in 1849 by Hermann von Helmholtz[1]. Its concep-
tion was inspired by his establishment of the reciprocal property of the electric charge of
one conductor on another. By placing a circular coil a distance of its radius from a second
coil of identical geometry, Helmholtz produced a uniform magnetic field (shown graphically
in Figure 1.1), significantly improving the reliability of Gaugain’s galvanometer, an analog
tool used to measure small electrical currents[2]. One of its earlier applications, produced by
A. Ruark et al., is shown in Figure 1.1. Ruark’s coil produced 20mT (compared to Earth’s
25− 65µT [3] and MRI fields of up to 7T ), and was built to facilitate the “collect[ion of] all
formulas needed to make the design of a Helmholtz coil a matter of routine,”[4].
Figure 1.1: A. Ruark’s Helmholtz Coil(left)[4] and typical Helmholtz coil field lines(right)[5]
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The most common modern application of Helmholtz coils is for calibration of magnetic
instrumentation[6][7][8]. Potential biomedical applications which exploit magnetic fields
and gradients for control of minimally/non-invasive magnetic medical devices have also
emerged[9][10][11]. In general, uniform magnetic fields offer magnetic torque for control
of device orientation, though they may provide locomotion of motorized devices such as
endoscopic capsules, as shown in Figure 1.2[12][13][14]. Other biomedical applications use
field uniformity to prevent physical device drift within the respective work-space[15][16].
Magnetic field gradients offer magnetic force for control of non-motorized device locomotion.
Applications of particular interest require both locomotion and orientation control of medi-
cal devices[17][18][19]. When uniform fields and gradients are applied simultaneously, device
orientation and locomotion may be controlled as is demonstrated by the method of targeted
drug release shown in Figure 1.2[20][21]. H. Choi et al. proposed a electromagnetic actuation
system of three Helmholtz coils and two Maxwell coils to control the first microrobot capable
of both equitranslational and axially rotational motion [22].
Figure 1.2: Motor-driven endoscopic capsule (left)[12] and drug delivery graphic (right)[20]
1.2 Motivation
Uniform magnetic fields and gradients may, alternatively, be achieved devoid of Maxwell
Coils using a minimum of two Helmholtz coils; one providing a uniform field, the other a
field gradient[20][23]. Production of a uniform magnetic field may be accomplished using the
traditional method of wiring two coils in series. The same assembly may be used to produce a
field gradient with independently-powered coils. For a uniform field, paired coils are provided
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matched current in the same physical direction while uniform gradients are produced using
matched current in opposing directions. Non-uniform gradients require differing currents of
any magnitude. In each of these situations, total coil field contributions are calculated via
the principle of superposition[24][25]. As a measure of success, a well-constructed Helmholtz
coil should be able to produce a magnetic field with a homogeneity of less than 1% given a
field strength to coil radius ratio of 0.314[26]. The system designed and built for this thesis
meets this homogeneity constraint and is shown in Figure 1.3.
Figure 1.3: Photograph of complete Helmholtz system with GUI interface
A novel approach to the design of square Helmholtz assemblies is presented which reduces
both the mechanical design load requirements and overall system size, without sacrificing
capabilities. Two adaptations of the Biot-Savart Law are detailed, for which closed-form
solutions are provided and used to approximate the magnitude and direction of the system’s
magnetic flux density B at any given point in the work-space. Testing includes applying
desired fields with each independent coil separately in a multitude of positions within the
work-space, all of which are monitored using a three-axis hall magnetometer. The system
proposed in this thesis is to be used for an investigation of a magnetically-steered needle
device for neurosurgery and a study of resultant magnetic forces and torques on varying
sizes of soft-magnetic ellipses given uniform fields and gradients, though the system may be
used for a variety of applications requiring known magnetic field conditions.
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CHAPTER 2
HELMHOLTZ SYSTEM - MECHANICAL DESIGN
The mechanical design chapter of this thesis develops a high-level reasoning behind all
mechanical design choices made and the order of operations required to properly assemble
the system. The total design is broken down into seven main design sections; coil geom-
etry, coil assembly, table assembly, low voltage system, high voltage system, imaging, and
instrumentation. Each section contains exploded and assembled views as needed to properly
convey the required knowledge for assembling the complete Helmholtz system. Additionally,
this chapter details the manufacturing methods used to produce each part or assembly dis-
cussed. Shop drawings and bills of materials required for the production and assembly of
each assembly presented are provided in the Technical Drawings Appendix.
Figure 2.1: Complete Helmholtz system with instrumentation mount installed.
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2.1 Coil Geometry
Helmholtz coil assemblies are generally either circular or square in shape with a square
cross-section. Though circular coils are most common in Helmholtz coils, square coils are
frequently used because they are easier to construct, have simpler field computations, and a
more accessible work-space[27]. Fundamental Helmholtz coil geometry concepts were devel-
oped with the assistance of Abott’s Parametric design of tri-axial nested Helmholtz coils [28].
Note that the design method offered by Abbot assumes no mechanically supportive structure
is in place, and provides a method of calculating the resultant magnetic field strength as a
function of the coil geometry. In this thesis, Abbot’s equations are implemented or manip-
ulated as needed to instead provide a method of calculating all coil geometry values as a
function of the desired magnetic field flux density B, the desired size of the field-controlled
work-space Gc, and the desired distance to be maintained between each coil axis and any
nested coil axes Gb. This section also offers a novel approach for reducing the overall size of
square tri-axial Helmholtz coil assemblies without sacrificing electromagnetic performance.
Figure 2.2: Tri-axial Helmholtz coils with circular and square coils. (Abbot, 2015)[28]
To begin this design process, a wire gauge must first be chosen. To select the proper wire
gauge needed, several constraints were outlined. This system was designed to produce the
maximum strength magnetic field possible without exceeding the working limits of known
power sources. Abbot assumes that Helmholtz coil-pairs are wired in series. This assures
the user that both coils in each respective axis see the same current value; however, the user
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would never be able to isolate the coils of a coil-pair. Given the provision of an independent
controlled current source for each of the six coils, coil-pairs may be used not just to produce a
uniform magnetic field typical of Helmholtz coil assemblies, but also a known field gradient.
Independent current sources for each coil means higher overall current requirements for
operation of the complete system.
Two known available current sources, each capable of providing sustained loads of up to
15 Amps, were used under the assumption that power provided would supply the Helmholtz
system, the computer used to control the system, and all on-board electronics. Total power
consumption for all on-board low voltage electronics (12 Volts and below) is approximately
4.5 Amps (2 Amps to power the cooling fans, 2 Amps to power the LED matrix, and 0.5
Amps or less to power DAC and Arduino). For the sake of brevity, the computer used to
operate the system is conservatively assumed to also require 4.5 Amps effectively limiting
the maximum current demand of the coils to 10.5 Amps each, assuming that no other coil-
pairs are actively being powered. Given a desired current buffer of 30%, the system’s desired
maximum sustained current demand was therefore defined as 8 Amps.
Figure 2.3: Coil geometry parameter definitions explained for square coil-pairs (left) and
wire packing efficiency (right) dimensioning parameters [28]
Industry standards call for the use of magnet wire (single core) when winding coils. In
practice, it is recommended that magnet wire operating in free-air be restricted to a sustained
current density of no more than 6A/mm2. Given the discussed maximum sustained current
of 8 Amps and recommended current density, the ideal cross-sectional area of the magnet
wire selected is approximately 1.33 mm2. 16 AWG single-strand wire has a cross-sectional
area below 1.307mm2 per ASTM standard B258-14, which is less than 2% less the optimal
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desired cross-sectional area [29]. The next commercially available size up is 14 AWG which
has a cross-sectional area of 2.082mm2, a value which exceeds defined system constraints by
greater than 50%. This was less-than-desirable given the reality that the larger the diameter
of wire used, the further each row of windings is from the center of the coil, therefore, the
higher current values must be to produce a magnetic field of the same strength. This would
eliminate the 1.3 safety factor selected. Bearing each of these considerations in mind, 16
AWG was the wire gauge chosen.
Given the use of 16 AWG magnet wire, MATLAB was next used to calculate the complete
system performance using a series of custom functions. Each of these functions require the
use of metric dimensions. Using the known conductor diameter (δi) of 0.0013 meters, total
known wire diameter (δo) of 0.00138 meters (with insulating coating), the wire packing
efficiency (ǫ) is calculated as shown in Equation 2.1. The desired size of the work-space
matches that of the maximum side-length of any object to be placed in the work-space. This
is also referred to as the gap between the two innermost coils Gc and may be calculated





Gc = 0.5445Wc −Xc − 2Tc (2.2)
The intent of this MATLAB code was to tell the user what size to make the coils, so
Xc and Wc could not be considered known values. Gc and the coil spool side wall thickness
Tc however, were already defined as one of this system’s overall design criteria, leaving Xc
and the nominal width of the respective coil from center to center of opposing conductor
cross-sections (Wc) as the only two unknowns. Abbot’s presented calculation of the magnetic
field strength H requires the now-known value of ǫ as shown in Equation 2.3 and similar to





Since the desired system performance is defined in part by the magnetic flux density
B, the magnetic field strength H was calculated using its relationship with B through the
permeability of free space (µo) as shown in Equation 2.4. We can now consider H a known






Additionally, using Equation 2.5 [28], the coil constant shared by each of the three coil-
pairs may be calculated as a function of J , ǫ, and H. Then, simply using the quadratic
formula, Xc may be defined as a function of three coefficients; a, b, and c, each of which are
















a = 0.5445ξ, (2.8)
b = −(1 + 1.089ξδo), (2.9)
c = −(Gc + 2Tc − 0.5445δ2o). (2.10)
Finally, Equation 2.2 is rearranged to calculate Wc as shown in Equation 2.11, while
Abbot’s provided definitions for the outer and inner coil widths (Woc and Wic, respectively)
may be calculated as shown in Equations 2.12 and 2.13, leaving all unknown dimensions
pictured in Figure 2.3 defined by known terms. This parametric term manipulation is applied
in the MATLAB function needed to calculate each dimension of the innermost coils [28].
Wc =
Gc +Xc + 2Tc
0.5445
(2.11)
Wic = Wc −Xc − 2Sc (2.12)
Woc = Wc +Xc (2.13)
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Now that Woc is known for the innermost coil-set, the Wic term of the immediately
adjacent nested coil-set may simply be calculated by simply adding Woc and the desired
distance to be maintained between each coil axis and any nested coil axes Gb. This enables
the use of Equation 2.14 which was previously not used due to the unknown Wic term [28].






(1 + 2ξδo)2 − 4ξ(ξδ2o −Wic − 2Sc)
å
(2.14)
Figure 2.4: Plots produced to assist in Helmholtz assembly design parameter selection based
on assembly size and power requirements as a function of magnetic flux density B.
Given an application of the discussed geometry calculation methods in MATLAB assum-
ing a Gc of 7cm, a Gb of 1.27cm, 8Amps of current, and a range of desired B values spanning
from 10 to 30mT, the plots pictured in Figure 2.4 were produced to assist in the selection of
the best system performance parameters possible given all constraints discussed. Provided
the final limitation that the system not be no larger than 40cm overall, it was determined
that the highest target magnetic flux density was 20mT.
2.2 Coil Assembly
In total, six coils were wound by HBR Industries, a custom coil winding company based
in San Jose, California. HBR Industries was responsible for sourcing all materials required
for the coils’ manufacturing, including all wiring, tooling, and fixtures. When winding coils
with 16 AWG wire, assuming magnet wire, the nominal wire diameter is 0.0508” per ASTM
standard B258-14 [29]. Industry practice calls for a maintained tensile load of approximately
16 lbs on the wire throughout the winding process to ensure wire layering provides the highest
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possible packing efficiency, that is the area of physical wire as a portion of the total coil cross-
section [31]. This can result in extremely high load conditions on coil spool contact points.
Figure 2.5: Z-Axis coil assembly - exploded (left) and assembled (right) views
Upon the recommendation of Custom Coils Inc. out of Benicia, CA, the coils were
each dipped in an epoxy resin and baked in a kiln. This both reduced coil spool loading
requirements by more than 98% and simplified the overall design, while reducing cost and
space consumption. Additionally, this allows the coils to be self-supportive, enabling more
lean spool design and a larger usable work-space. Larger tolerances were provided in the
coil-plane (perpendicular to the standoffs) to allow layer expansion due to compounding
pressure during winding; however, tolerances for the exact position and clearances of the
coils’ inner corners require more precise manufacturing to ensure nominal coil geometry is
capable of producing a uniform magnetic field of the desired strength in the center of the
coil.
Included in design requirements was the necessity for the magnet wire used to both begin
and end windings on the same side of its respective coil. This ensures that each winding is
whole, and provides simpler routing of leads down to the terminals mounted to the base as
shown in Figure 2.10. For all coil winding geometries and tolerances required and provided to
the manufacturer, see drawing “Square Coil Sizing” shown in Figure A.31 of the Appendix.
Proper completion of this system requires fabrication of two of each of the coils pictured
in Figure 2.5, Figure 2.7, and Figure 2.8, respectively. Each of the three coil geometries are
added to a coil assembly using four standoffs positioned concentrically with the radius of the
inside coil corners, and two custom-cut acrylic plates. The standoffs come in the form of a
through-threaded brass female coupling with an OD of 0.250” which is press-fit into a section
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Figure 2.6: X-Axis coil assembly - exploded (left) and assembled (right) views (1/2)
of non-conductive Delrin tubing with an ID and OD of 0.252” (reamed to this diameter) and
0.500”, respectively. Both pieces are first shortened to have a length of between 0.005” and
0.025” shorter than the width of the coil cross-section, meaning that eight standoff assemblies
are required with approximate lengths of 0.990”, 1.164”, and 1.330”.
Figure 2.7: X-Axis coil assembly - exploded (left) and assembled (right) views (2/2)
Properly-sized standoffs are critical for ensuring the acrylic coil wall plates make full
contact with the physical coil, keeping its position fixed in the assembly. The plate geometries
are discussed in detail later in this section. All materials used in each coil assembly are
either made of a polymer, or non-magnetic metals. For a complete list of all materials
required for coil construction, and from where they were sourced, see drawings provided
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Figure 2.8: Y-Axis coil assembly - exploded (left) and assembled (right) views
in Figure A.4, Figure A.5, and Figure A.6 in the Appendix.
There were six different coil plate designs required in total for the coil assembly. Two
for each of the coil-pairs, one of each respective plates being needed for each individual coil.
For all three coil-pairs, one plate was designed to directly mount to either the work-space
support or an adjacent coil assembly. The non-mounting plate serves different purposes for
each coil. Each coil plate was designed with four holes, each of which are concentric with
their respective coil’s inner corner bend radius. Here we discuss the design choices made for
each coil plate. For a complete description of the installation of the six coil assemblies in
the Helmholtz system, see section 2.5.
Figure 2.9: Mechanical interaction between X-axis and Y-axis coil assemblies
For the most effective order of assembly of each coil assembly, four prepared coil standoffs
were first secured to one of the two coil plates using four brass hex rounded head screws.
Next, the coil used was slipped over the standoffs while positioning the coil leads on the side
of the assembly nearest its respective work-space-mounted terminal block. When selecting
the orientation of the coil relative to the position of the coil spool, refer to Figure 3.8 in
Chapter 3 given the plate nearest the viewer is the mount plate. Note that the clearances
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applicable to this portion of the assembly are on the order of 0.005”, so slipping the coil over
the standoffs and securing the non-mounting plate to the assembly was somewhat difficult.
Finally, the non-mounting plate is positioned, and secured to the assembly using four more
brass hex rounded head screws.
In this system, the Z-axis is vertical, therefore the Z-axis coil pair has one upper and one
lower coil assembly as shown in Figure 2.26 in section 2.5. The mounting coil plate for the
Z-axis provides six holes for mounting the lower coil assembly to the work-space support,
while they also provide a means of mounting the upper coil assembly to the X-axis coil pair
via a custom-cut length of acrylic angle shown in detail “Secondary to Inner Coil Mount”
on drawing “Miscellaneous Machined Parts” in Figure A.30 of the Appendix. Additionally,
the inner cutout provides clearance for removing or placing the large acrylic cylinder in the
work-space support. The Z-axis non-mounting plate simply provides structural support to
the coil assembly, so the cutout is sized primarily to provide clearance for the acrylic cylinder.
Note that the acrylic cylinder does not require installation prior to the lower Z-axis
coil assembly; however, geometric restrictions of the upper coil mounting hardware prevents
removal of the acrylic cylinder. Bearing these considerations in mind, the acrylic cylinder
must be installed prior to each of the remaining coils.
Figure 2.10: Work-space support with electrical terminals and acrylic core installed
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The X-axis mounting coil plate is pictured on the bottom-side of the coil assembly in Fig-
ure 2.6. The small tab shown mounts to a step-down cut into the work-space support. Fig-
ure 2.9 shows that both the mounting and non-mounting plates have four notches cut into
the opposite side of the plate for cradling the Y-axis coil pair. The two inner holes on the
non-mounting plate provide mounting locations for the upper Z-axis coil. It is recommended
that the mounting interface for securing the upper Z-axis coil assembly to the X-axis coil
assembly be installed prior to installing on the work-space support as shown in Figure 2.7.
The Y-axis mounting coil plate is pictured on the upper side of the coil in Figure 2.8. The
small tab shown mounts to one of the main work-space support faces. Both the mounting and
non-mounting plate have two notches cut into the opposite side of the plate. The sides of this
cutout rest in the four notches cut into the X-axis coil plates. The inner side of the cutout
was designed to be flush with the inner face of each Y-axis coil plate, providing the user with
a means of assuring all parts are properly assembled and dimensioned. Additionally, given
the potential for a future implementation of a forced cooling system, these offer clearance
for ducting in a forced air system or tubing in a liquid-cooled system.
For a set of all bills of materials and dimension drawings pertaining to the coil assemblies,
see the Appendix for drawings “Helmholtz Coil Assemblies - BOM”, “Helmholtz Coil Plates”,
“Square Coil Sizing”, “Work-space Support - BOM”, and “Work-space Support”.
2.3 Table Assembly
Figure 2.11: Top view of assembled Helmholtz system table pre-electronics-installation.
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The intent of building an elevated platform for this system, is to create a method and
fixture for operating and maintaining any given component in the system with relative ease.
The platform takes the form of a short table the top side of which may be seen in Figure 2.11.
When professionally machining parts in the United States, most machine shops prefer
the imperial system over metric. It was for this reason that as many components as possible
were either selected, modified, or designed to incorporate the imperial system as consistently
as possible. When using 1.5” T-slotted framing, many of the component choices require size
M8 metric hardware. Supporting the previously stated design choice, this was eliminated
and replaced instead with 5/16” bolting. Additionally, all eight of the T-slotted segments
used to create the table frame are tapped with 5/16”-18 threads.
The four longer segments used to create the main frame of the table consist of two T-
slotted framing segments cut to 45” lengths pictured in Figure 2.12, and two cut were to
31 inch lengths, as shown in Figure 2.13, to ensure the system’s ability to pass through a
standard door frame without having to tilt the system. The holes on the ends of these longer
segments were tapped to a depth of 3”.
Figure 2.12: Testing table long side - exploded (left) and assembled (right) views
In addition to the four longer sides are four short sections of framing used for elevating
the platform approximately 4” off of the surface the table is to rest on. These segments are
cut to lengths of 1.5” and through-tapped with 3/16”-18 threads for threading four swivel
leveling mounts with male studs. Each of these eight segments were cut to size in-house and
the ends were faced with a long-fluted 1” end-mill. The end opposite that which has the
swivel foot threaded into it will be secured to the physical frame of the table by means of
two L-shaped connectors.
On both of the shorter sides of the platform, there are two standard black plastic han-
dles for transporting the setup when necessary. The plate is large with an initial size of
48”x48”x0.25”. The university machine shop was not equipped with the tooling to work on
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Figure 2.13: Testing table short side - exploded (left) and assembled (right) views
a plate of this size, so it was sent out to the Ringel Company, a local CNC machine shop,
then hard anodized by S & S Anodizing, a local metal coatings facility. Note that the holes
required for rubber grommets were not included in the original file sent to the CNC shop. All
needed grommet holes were added once a physical plan for wire routing was developed. For
complete dimensioning details, see Figure A.16 through Figure A.23 of drawing “Helmholtz
Base Plate” in the Appendix.
Figure 2.14: Testing table three-sided assembly - exploded (left) and assembled (right) views
Once the three-sided sub-assembly pictured in Figure 2.14 and remaining short side are
assembled, the plate may be inserted in the inside tracking of the three-sided sub-assembly
as shown in the left-hand side of Figure 2.15. It is recommended that the user seek assistance
when performing this task as the objects of interest are large and cumbersome. The long sides
should be held together as the plate slides into the frame to prevent the plate from dropping.
Once the plate is in place, the short end sub-assembly should be installed immediately,
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keeping the large aluminum plate in place. Finally, four bolts are added to secure the plate
to the re-purposed panel hangers, pulling it down to the bottom of the horizontal framing
tracks as shown in the right-hand side of Figure 2.15.
Figure 2.15: Testing table plate installation - exploded (left) and assembled (right)
2.4 Low-Voltage System
The low voltage system presented in this paper is comprised of five electronic components
and/or sub-assemblies; 12V/5V DC-voltage power supply, Arduino Mega 2560 ADK with
Mayhew Labs Extended ADC Shield, eight cooling fans, one LED matrix, and a collection
of switches and potentiometers for controlling the LEDs and fans. For a wiring diagram of
the low voltage system, see Figure 3.5 in Chapter 3.
Figure 2.16: Communications, feedback, and low voltage power supply installation
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The ACESS-IO DAC pictured on the right-hand side of Figure 2.16 is also a low-voltage
component, however, the installation is not mechanically involved, and is primarily needed
for controlling the servo drives. This installation is discussed in detail in Chapter 3.
The enclosure in Figure 2.17 (part number: 7360K66) was sourced from McMaster-Carr,
and modified to firmly mount the power supply in place via bolting hardware. Two of the
existing punches were cut out for wire pass-through(s). The Arduino was then mounted
to the floor of the enclosure using mushroom-head fastener strips for easy maintenance
and accessibility given major wiring changes. The total enclosure was then secured to the
Helmholtz table top using the same mushroom-head fastener strips. Though not pictured
in the provided figures, a 25 x 2 pin positive/negative bus bar of an adhesive-backed bread
board was added to the inside of the enclosure, allowing for more intuitive wiring methods,
and extension of the Arduino-provided 5V.
The Mayhew Labs extended ADC shield pictured above the Arduino in the left-hand
side of Figure 2.17 is needed to convert six incoming +/-10V analog signals to a 0-5V
digital signal such that the Arduino can read the value without damaging the microcontroller
circuit board. The microcontroller used is an ADK edition of the Arduino Mega 2560 R3,
providing the user with Android-based control capabilities in addition to all of the normal
performance capabilities of the Mega 2560 R3. For the current applications, the ADK feature
is not needed, so the version is left as written in the material description above. For details
regarding the specific products used in the enclosure, see drawing “Low Voltage Assembly -
BOM” in Figure A.15 of the Appendix.
Figure 2.17: Low voltage enclosure - exploded (left) and assembled (right) views
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Figure 2.18: Coil-cooling fan install - exploded (left) and assembled (right) views
There are eight fans total required to cool the system as shown in Figure 2.18. Due to
the high-level magnetic fields produced by the system, these fan motors cannot overcome
the magnetic field induced. It is therefore recommended that these fans only be turned on
between tests. There are two fans per designated coil, leaving the Z-axis coil pair without
any cooling. This was intentional, because the Z-axis coil pair is the most difficult to access
and is the smallest of the three coil pairs, making it the smallest producer of heat.
To power all eight fans, they are wired in parallel using two eight-circuit terminals
mounted to the bottom-side of the Helmholtz plate shown in Figure 2.19; one for +12V,
the other for ground. Since each of these fans draw only 0.23A, 22AWG wire is run from
the 12V supply side of the low voltage power supply to the positive and negative terminals,
respectively. Additionally, one of the switches pictured in Figure 2.21 is wired in-line with
the ground lead to provide the user with the option to keep the fans on or off at any given
time.
Figure 2.19: Coil-cooling fan terminal install - exploded (left) and assembled (right)
The cooling fans come with wire leads of sufficient length for all eight fans to reach the
terminals as needed. Leads were shortened as needed to provide tidy wiring configurations.
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Additionally, jumpers were added connecting each of the (8) circuits, forming positive and
negative power buses. To secure each of the fans to the Helmholtz table, four of both 6-32
316 stainless steel button-head screws and locknuts are used. The locknuts are desirable
when considering the cycling of a cooling fan, and the SS material is required to prevent
magnetic interference with the Helmholtz system. During installation, it is critical to make
sure the direction of flow is upward. If the fans are pointed downward, they provide less
cooling capabilities than when working in the same direction as natural convection.
The LED back plate shown in Figure 2.20 was produced with Nylon using FDM additive
manufacturing. Unless otherwise provided, all corners and edges were assumed to have a
radius of 0.0625”. The LED matrix consists of 64 LEDs with 8 in both directions, and is
made by Adafruit. The plastic rolled collar washers are required prevent the hardware from
shorting neighboring connections together. If these washers are omitted, anywhere from 1 to
7 of the LED rows will not operate. All four LED standoffs have a 45◦ chamfer transitioning
from the standoff cylinder to the mount plate face. The 5/8” hole provides a location for
positioning a commercially available rubber grommet for wire routing. See this sub-assembly
parts list for details on drawing “LED Assembly - BOM” in Figure A.7 the Appendix.
Figure 2.20: LED assembly - exploded (left) and assembled (right) views
Once together, the LED sub-assembly is mounted to the bottom of the Helmholtz system
plate, centered on the 4” bore-hole. Note that the LED back plate has been modified to
provide access to the two bolts shown under the LED back plate in the right-hand side
of Figure 2.20. This allows the user to install the coil base before or after installing the
LED sub-assembly, providing the user with many options for system maintenance. If the
LED matrix is installed prior to the coil base, proceed with caution to prevent unnecessary
damage to the LED matrix.
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Next, both two-position switches are installed. The switches are simply pressed into the
provided rectangular cutouts. One of the switches is used to control power to the cooling fans,
while the other controls a high/low logic signal to the Arduino, telling it whether the LED
matrix RGB color and brightness is to be controlled manually with the potentiometers, or
automatically using the GUI discussed in Section 5.1 of Chapter 5. Then three 0-10kΩ 3/4-
turn potentiometers are installed for manually controlling the RGB values of the LED matrix
using the upper, middle, then lower potentiometer, respectively. The potentiometer position
cutouts were designed to ensure the potentiometers only fit in one orientation providing
logical matching directions of adjustment, as well as minimum and maximum value positions.
Once the potentiometer is pressed into the interface from the bottom side of the plate, the
OEM knobs stick through the circular through-hole at the feature’s center. While holding the
potentiometer in place, the provided nut should be threaded onto the potentiometer, keeping
it in position. Knurled potentiometer knobs are then added to the existing potentiometer
knobs to increase ease of adjustability. For additional details, see Detail E in Figure A.23 of
the Appendix.
Figure 2.21: Switch and potentiometer installation (required for controlling LED control
mode, RGB color, and cooling fans) - exploded (left) and assembled (right) views
The final installation involving the basic assembly of the Helmholtz testing table is the
installation of 21 rubber grommets; one for each 5/8” hole on the plate. The holes provide all
electrical components with access to the underside of the testing table offering significantly
more space for cable routing. The grommets protect cabling from getting damaged by sharp
metal edges or corners as the wires pass through the plate. For an image of the grommets
installed, see Figure A.2 in the Appendix. Specific use of each grommet installed is detailed
in the High-Voltage System and Low-Voltage System (Sections 3.2 and 3.1, respectively).
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2.5 High-Voltage System
Prior to performing assembly details provided in this section, there is a significant amount
of wiring to be mounted to the bottom of the plate. It is recommended that this wiring be
routed and secured while the table is flipped onto its top-side, providing easier access to
potential mounting points. Attempting to route said wiring after performing installations
covered here is not recommended due to added difficulty for both accessing the bottom of
the plate, and the increased likelihood of damaging components should the user attempt
to flip the table post-component-installation. This section details the installation of all
components directly related to the functionality of the high voltage system as shown in Fig-
ure 2.22, including the work-space support, X and Z-axes coil-pairs, and all six servo drives.
Due to wiring which must be done in parallel with installation of the Y-axis coil-pair, most
installation instructions required are provided in Section 3.2 of the Electrical Design chap-
ter. Additionally, wiring diagrams of the high voltage system are provided in Figure 3.13
and Figure 3.6.
Figure 2.22: Complete high voltage system assembly
It is recommended that the user place the assembly over two separated tables, leaving
the largest gap possible between each pair of swivel leveling mounts. This will provide access
to the bottom of the assembly which is critical for each of the remaining installations. Here
installation of the work-space support and coils is discussed prior to installation of the servo
drives, but the servo drives may be installed first if needed.
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Figure 2.23: Work-space support install - exploded (left) and assembled (right) views
Installation of the coil assembly begins with alignment of the four holes on the bottom
of the work-space support with the four countersunk holes surrounding the 4” bored hole as
shown in Figure 2.23 (counter sinks are on the bottom-side of the plate). The side of the
system from which this image is taken is the same as that which is shown in Figure 2.24
only from below the table, rather than above. There are two possible orientations of this
part. To ensure the correct orientation is used, the work-space support was positioned such
that each terminal block installed on it had two 5/8” access holes directly below them. For
a complete list of hardware required for this installation see drawing “Work-space Support
- BOM” in Figure A.13 in the Appendix.
Figure 2.24: Work-space support - installation of Z-axis coil (left), acrylic cylinder (middle),
and complete assembly (right)
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To prevent damage to the 4” acrylic cylinder, it was removed from the work-space support
prior to installing the coil as can be seen in Figure 2.24. Secure the lower Z-axis coil assembly
to the work-space support using (4) 1/4”-20 brass hex rounded head screws, then re-insert
the acrylic cylinder in the work-space support. This must be done prior to installing the
X-axis coil-pair and upper Z-axis coil.
Figure 2.25: Work-space support - installation of X-axis - exploded (left) and assembled
(right) views
Next, the X-axis coils and upper Z-axis coil are installed. The structural integrity of the
X-axis coil-pair hinges on three installation points per coil. The first of these is their point
of security on the work-space support as shown in Figure 2.25. There are two step-downs
cut into the work-space support, both of which have a 10-32 threaded hole centered on the
vertical face, one of which is shown near the two terminal blocks in Figure 2.24. Prior to
placing and securing the X-axis coil assemblies on the work-space support, the secondary-to-
inner-coil-mount was installed as shown in Figure 2.7. The following installation steps are
performed for each of the X-axis coil assemblies one coil at a time.
Figure 2.26: Mechanical interaction between X-axis and Z-axis coil pairs - exploded (left)
and assembled (middle and right) views
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Holding the coil assembly vertically with the inner coil mount facing the work-space
support mounting interface, and the small mounting tab pointing towards the plate, the coil
assembly is set on the cutout immediately above the tapped hole. The assembly is then
positioned such that the tab hole is concentric with the tapped hole, and the coil plates in
contact with vertical work-space support faces. While maintaining stability of the assembly
in position, secure the coil with one 10-32 brass hex rounded head screw threaded into the
work-space support as depicted in Figure 2.25. Note that the coils will be more stable with
these screws in place, but are not prepared to be load-bearing unless the upper Z-axis coil
is already installed.
Figure 2.27: Work-space support - Y-axis install - exploded (left), assembled (right) views
To install the upper Z-axis coil, position it between the newly installed X-axis coils, and
align the four of the six open mount plate holes with the holes in both of the secondary-
to-inner-coil-mounts. While holding in place, install (4) 1/4”-20 brass hex rounded head
screws along with (4) brass lock-nuts as shown in the two left-hand images of Figure 2.26.
While holding the coil assembly in position, hand-tighten at least three of the brass lock-nuts
enough to release the coil assembly, then torque down the nuts until they make full contact
with the coil assembly mount plate. Once all three mount points are secured for both X-axis
coils, the coil-pair will stiffen significantly. This marks the completed installation of both the
Z-axis and X-axis coil-pair. Due to critical wiring requirements which must be performed
in parallel with the mechanical installation of the Y-axis coil-pair, details are provided in
Section 3.2 of the Electrical Design chapter.
The final mechanical installation in the high-voltage system simply requires each of the
six servo drives to be positioned and secured with 8-32 stainless steel hardware as shown
in Figure 2.28. See items number 19 and 20 in Figure A.2 in the Appendix for the hardware
required.
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Figure 2.28: B30A40AC install - exploded (left) and assembled (right) views
2.6 Imaging
In this section, the design, assembly, and installation configurations for use of two high-
speed machine vision cameras is discussed. Using the four slot features machined into the
system plate, there are two potential camera configurations which may be used, each of
which may be installed in one of four different orientations. Both configurations require the
cameras to be aimed at the work-space datum, and that the direction aimed be perpendicular
with that of the other camera. For a complete list of materials required for both the horizon-
tal and vertical camera configurations, see drawings “Camera Assemblies - BOM”, “Vertical
Instrumentation Rack - BOM”, and “Horizontal Camera Backdrop - BOM”. All framing
required for the horizontal camera mount assemblies, vertical instrumentation rack assem-
bly, and back-drop assemblies were machined to length per the respective BOM, therefore
dimensioned drawings are not provided.
Both the horizontal and vertical camera mount configurations use the nylon camera
mount pictured in contact with the camera in the right-hand image in Figure 2.29 and Fig-
ure 2.30. These mounts were designed specifically to work in both configurations to simplify
the assembly process required for preparing imaging test setups. See drawing “Camera
Mount” in Figure A.24 in the Appendix for a dimensioned drawing.
For both the horizontal and vertical camera configurations, the camera mount is to be
secured to the camera using (3) M3x1” stainless steel hex socket-head screws. The region
of the mount pictured with three hex cap screws directly below it is that which mounts to
the camera body itself. The arced region at the opposite end of the mount provides the
macro zoom lens with a cradle to ensure the full weight of the camera is supported and
that the lens position and direction is coaxial with its respective system axis. The two holes
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Figure 2.29: Horizontal camera install - exploded (left) and assembled (right) views
pictured on either side of the lens cradle are equidistant from the camera assembly’s center
of gravity along the long axis, providing the horizontal camera configuration with stable
support while secured and in use, and while being moved to differing positions along one of
the four tracks. Additionally, a drop-in wire guide, as shown clearly on the viewer-side face
of the horizontal camera assembly in Figure 2.29 and in the upper portion of the left-most
image in Figure 2.32, may be installed or removed anywhere in the framing needed at any
time.
To eliminate the need for more than one end-feed fastener for all imaging-related assem-
blies which may traverse along the framing tracks, a small steel pin was machined and press
fit into the bottom of each short section of 1” framing. See the “Track-Guide Pin” detail on
drawing “Miscellaneous Machined Parts” in Figure A.30 of the Appendix. This pin sits in
the track keeping the orientation of the assembly aligned with the track inherently requiring
the user to loosen or tighten just one knob when adjusting or securing the position of the
assembly.
When installing the 5” fixed-height foot, and the (2) 1”x1” 90◦ corner brackets on the
1” framing, first install all (4) end-feed fasteners as shown. Next, feed the foot’s and both
corner brackets’ fasteners into the framing as shown in the left-hand image of Figure 2.29.
Then position them such that the face perpendicular to the framing long axis is flush with
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Figure 2.30: Vertical camera install - exploded (left) and assembled (right) views. Assembly
is to be installed on completed rack shown in Figure 2.33.
its respective framing end-face as shown in the right-hand image and tighten the end-feed
fasteners. The camera and camera mount are now secured to the two corner brackets using
3/8” long 1/4”-20 stainless steel hex drive flat-head screws.
Finally, the knob and drop-in fastener are added to the short leg of the fixed-height foot.
The assembly is now ready to be positioned along the tracks. To do so, the non-secured
end-feed fastener is lowered into the “U”-shaped cutout at the end of the track furthest from
the Helmholtz assembly, positioned where desired along the track, and finally secured by
tightening the knob. The position the horizontal camera can occupy which is nearest to the
Helmholtz assembly, while still keeping any objects in the work-space in focus, is reached
when the work-space-side of the assembly framing is flush with the innermost face of the
track slot.
In addition to the camera mount design decisions already discussed, three primary fea-
tures were added strictly for the vertical camera configuration. The fin-like feature extending
downward from the very center of the bottom of the camera mount serves two purposes; a
guide for maintaining orientation of the camera assembly along the Z-axis, and as a stop.
When the assembly is lowered in the vertical instrumentation rack, it cannot travel any fur-
ther once this “fin” comes in contact with the end-cap installed at the bottom of the vertical
camera track. Much like with the horizontal camera configuration, this extreme position
is the nearest the camera may be to the work-space while maintaining objects of interest
in focus. The two holes pictured directly below the camera body, which are perpendicu-
lar to the three camera-body-mount-holes, are needed for securing the camera and camera
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Figure 2.31: Vertical instrumentation rack assembly - exploded view of steps 1 and 2
mount assembly to the vertical instrumentation rack via an in-line pivot assembly as shown
in Figure 2.30.
The final feature is the rib which is shown directly above the two in-line pivot mounting
locations. This feature serves as a guide for the in-line pivot assembly while the user secures
it to the camera mount. Once the in-line pivot is installed, the assembly is ready to be fed
into the top-side of the vertical instrumentation rack, lowered to the desired position, and
secured in place. For the sake of brevity, see Figure A.10 in the Appendix for additional
instructions on installing the in-line pivot assembly.
For production of the vertical instrumentation rack shown in Figure 2.33, all framing
is first cut to length per the respective BOM. All (4) vertical members, and the horizontal
member which tees into the longest horizontal member, are tapped on one side only, with
1/4”-20 threads, to a depth of approximately 1.25”. All remaining horizontal framing was
tapped the same way on both ends. Note that the shorter of the (4) vertical members is
tapped for the purpose of securing the end-cap more securely than may be done with the
provided hardware.
While beginning assembly, ensure all end-fed hardware which will be non-retrievable after
installing the outer corner brackets is first positioned in the respective track such as is shown
in sequence from left to right in Figure 2.31, then Figure 2.32. Prior to installing each
hardware-concealing cap in the outer faces of corner brackets, ensure all bolting is torqued
and framing is secure, in a configuration resembling Figure 2.33. When securing parts which
make up the portion of the assembly attached to the 45◦ framing support pictured in the
upper-left-hand side of Figure 2.32, ensure the framing is centered in the long direction of
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Figure 2.32: Vertical instrumentation rack assembly - exploded view of steps 3 and 4
the longest horizontal member. Additionally, ensure the bottom face of the elevated vertical
framing section is flush with the bottom of the adjacent framing member prior to tightening
hardware.
Finally, a backdrop and (3) slotted feet, as shown in the details “Slotted Foot” and “Imag-
ing Backdrop,” respectively, of drawing “Miscellaneous Machined Parts” in Figure A.30 of
the Appendix, are mounted to the (3) longest vertical members. Two end-feed fasteners
should be added to one of the imaging backdrops, as well as the long leg of each slotted
foot. One foot should be fed into the side furthest from the work-space on each vertical
member and positioned such that the bottom of each foot is flush with the bottom-face of its
respective member prior to torquing down on the end-feed fasteners. The backdrop should
be positioned such that, when the rack assembly is standing on the Helmholtz system table,
it is centered vertically with the coil assembly on the work-space side of the middle leg. The
position of the vertical instrumentation rack which places the vertical camera in-line with
the system Z-axis requires the work-space-side of each of the longest vertical members to
be flush with the work-space-side face of its respective track slot. Using the same knob and
end-feed fastener as for the horizontal camera mount assembly (and a spacer to fill the void
between the knob stud and the custom foot slot), the vertical assembly position is fixed.
Given a precisely known fixed position of both cameras relative to the work-space, an
image background subtraction algorithm is able to identify an object’s position in the work-
space via stereo computer vision using object detection and background subtraction. The
two camera configurations available include an installation of either two horizontal cameras
or one horizontal camera with one vertical camera as shown in Figure 2.34. If two horizontal
cameras are used, a white backdrop should be installed in the same axis as each camera,
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Figure 2.33: Vertical instrumentation rack assembled
on the opposite side of the work-space. See drawing “Horizontal Camera Backdrop - BOM”
in Figure A.12 of the Appendix for a list of materials and dimensions required for the
production of these backdrop assemblies.
If the vertical camera installation is needed, the camera rack required already has a white
backdrop installed, while the vertical camera needs only the work-space lighting to be turned
on for proper background subtraction. To encourage effective lighting dispersion, both faces
on the acrylic cylinder were frosted by A-1 Auto and Metal Stripping, a local sandblasting
service. Given the need for horizontal camera backdrop assemblies, install the fixed-height
foot in the same way presented in the assembly instructions for the horizontal camera mount
assembly, and the physical backdrop the same way as presented in the assembly instructions
for the vertical instrumentation rack. When installing the backdrops, position each assembly
anywhere along the track such that the physical backdrop is no less than 1” away from the
nearest coil.
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Figure 2.34: Camera configurations - two horizontal cameras with backdrops (left) and one
vertical camera with one horizontal camera (right)
2.7 Instrumentation
For evaluation of the system’s performance, a three-axis hall magnetometer (THM1176)
device is used. Development of a method to affix the device in a known three-dimensional
position relative to known coil positions was required to ensure magnetic flux density mea-
surements remain as controlled and consistent as possible. This section details the fixture
designed and produced to make use of the vertical instrumentation rack discussed in Sec-
tion 2.6 in order to move and secure the magnetometer controlled amounts in the Z-direction.
For a list of all materials and dimensioned drawings related to the production of the instru-
mentation mount designed and used, see drawings “Instrumentation Mount - BOM” and
“Instrumentation Mount” in Figure A.8 and Figure A.28, respectively, of the Appendix.
Assembly of the instrumentation mount simply requires the security of a fixed-height
mounting foot using a 3/4” long 5/16”-18 socket head screw threaded into the top of the
instrumentation mount. Proper orientation of the mounting foot requires that each edge of
the rectangular footprint be approximately flush with each of the long faces on the instru-
mentation mount. Note that the mounting foot must be held in position at least until the
screw has been hand-tightened. If not already installed, ensure installation of two end-feed
fasteners in the two holes on the long leg of the mounting foot as shown in Figure 2.35.
These end-feed fasteners provide the instrumentation assembly with a method of securing
to the vertical 1” framing on the vertical instrumentation rack.
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Figure 2.35: Instrumentation mount - exploded (left) and assembled views
The instrumentation mount is now ready for installation of the THM1176 device. Given
the geometry of the magnetometer, there is only one orientation with which the magne-
tometer can be placed in the instrumentation mount. Once the device housing is in place,
the wire is pressed into the vertical slot until firmly secured. For best positioning of the
THM1176 device in the assembly, a rubber band or piece of masking tape may be used to
keep the housing fixed in contact with the back of its respective recess.
The initial position of the vertical camera frame is affixed as required for known posi-
tioning of the vertical camera, however, the camera frame must be oriented such that the
symmetrical legs be inline with the X-axis, with the third leg positioned on the negative
side of the Y-axis. To position the device at the exact center of the system assembly (later
referred to as the work-space datum), the instrumentation mount is fed into the vertical 1”
framing of the vertical instrumentation rack, and lowered until the bottom of the instru-
mentation mount assembly is 1/2” off of the acrylic cylinder. The most effective method
of achieving this distance is placing any piece of 1/2” stock, lowering the instrumentation
mount until it is in contact with the stock, and finally tightening the end-feed fasteners.
Ensure stock used is removed prior to performing testing.
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CHAPTER 3
HELMHOLTZ SYSTEM - ELECTRICAL DESIGN
The electrical design chapter of this thesis develops a high-level reasoning behind all
electrical design choices made and the order of operations required to properly wire the
system. The chapter is broken down into three main sections; low voltage system, high
voltage system, and wiring harness. Each section contains photographs and schematics
needed to convey the required knowledge for wiring each electrical subsystem making up the
complete Helmholtz system. Equipment calibration is detailed in Section 4.2. A complete
wiring diagram of the entire Helmholtz system assembly is provided in Figure A.34 in the
Appendix. Wiring diagrams provided are not to scale and electrical component symbols for
the servo amplifiers, DAC, Arduino Mega, and ADC shield, have each been simplified to
reduce the overall size of wiring diagrams when possible. Table 3.1 provides the additional
materials required for wiring the system, all of which come from the McMaster-Carr product
catalog [32].
Table 3.1: McMaster bill of materials for all materials required to wire Helmholtz system
Item Part No. Product Qty. Unit
1 90097A080 Electrical-insulating, sleeve washer, no.4 screw size 1 25pk
2 7360K661 Polycarb enclosure with knockouts, 7”x5”x5” 1 each
3 69405K83 Ring terminals for 16-14AWG, no.6 screw size 3 10pk
4 69145K57 Spade terminals for 16-14AWG, no.6 screw size 1 100pk
5 96055K43 Mushroom-head fastener, 1”WD, adhesive-back, 2ft 1 each
6 70355K84 Power cord, NEMA 15-5 plug w/ leads, 9.5ft long 7 each
7 75985K54 Data/comm cable, shielded, 8 wires, 25ft 2 each
8 7422K62 Cable, black insulation, 14AWG, 2 wires, 25ft 2 each
9 9307K876 Rubber push-in grommet, 5/8” hole, 1/4” material 3 10pk
10 2146T61 Male computer solder connector, DB37, shielded 2 each
11 2146T59 Female computer solder connector, DB37, shielded 2 each
12 7648A735 Kapton tape, high-temp, 1” x 5yd x 0.0025”thick 1 each
13 7582K62 Fastener-mount cable tie holder, center, black 1 50pk
14 9142K2 Expanding polyester sleeving, 5/8”ID, 10’Long 1 each
15 9948T22 Wire assortment, 22 AWG, black, blue, brown, etc. 1 each
16 9948T18 Wire assortment, 18 AWG, black, blue, brown, etc. 1 each
17 6334K41 Heat-shrink tubing assorted, multi-color, multi-size 1 each
18 2146T54 Male computer solder connector, DB15, shielded 6 each
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3.1 Low-Voltage System
The low voltage system produced incorporates (8) cooling fans, an Arduino Mega with
an ADC shield, a 5V/12V DC power supply, and an 8 x 8 LED matrix. As shown in Fig-
ure 3.1, the low voltage system enclosure contains the DC power supply and Arduino Mega.
This installation was completed in accordance with both the Low Voltage section of the
Mechanical Design chapter, and the wiring diagram provided in Figure 3.5. All low voltage
system-related bills of materials may be found in the Appendix. Cooling fans and applicable
hardware material information is provided on sheet 2 of “Helmholtz Testing Table - BOM”
in Figure A.2. Material information pertaining to the LED matrix and hardware is provided
on drawing “LED Assembly - BOM” in Figure A.7. Finally, components contained in the
enclosure pictured in Figure 3.1 are detailed in drawing “Low Voltage Assembly - BOM”
in Figure A.15. Switches and potentiometers used are positioned in the total system as
shown and labeled in Figure 3.2.
Figure 3.1: Photograph of low voltage system contained by enclosure
The DC power supply pictured in the lower half of the enclosure has a 5V and 12V
channel, both of which may be linearly scaled using a Phillips head screwdriver to adjust
the ADJ potentiometer, while using a DMM to ensure the actual voltage output matches
that of the desired. This may be done once the power supply is provided a source of 120V
single phase power. To prepare a cable for powering the supply, first ensure that the required
outlet is dead (not powered). Using a NEMA 15-5 plug with wire leads, insert the plug into
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the desired outlet, then route the cable as desired. Next, from the underside of the table, the
lead ends were fed through the lowest of the three grommets pictured in Figure 3.1, then the
left-hand enclosure penetration as pictured on the left-hand side of Figure 3.3. Additionally,
the V- terminal of the power supply’s 5V channel was connected to the GND1 pin on the
Arduino.
While maintaining a wire bend radii of at least 8 times the cable diameter, the appropriate
cable length was determined such that the cable may reach the “L N (AC)” power supply
terminals, then shortened accordingly. The cable was then unplugged from the outlet and
removed from from the grommet. Approximately 2” of the 1/4” insulation was stripped,
followed by stripping 1/2” of insulation from each of the three now-exposed wires. Without
applying heat, sections of smaller heat shrink were slipped over each of the three leads. While
being careful not to apply excessive heat, ring terminals were soldered to each of the leads.
Now heat was applied to the smaller heat shrink, and the larger heat shrink was applied to
the overall cable. Switch S9 and 15A breaker BRK1 are shown in the wiring diagram only
because the power supply is plugged into a switched surge protector with an in-line breaker.
These are not required for the power supply.
Figure 3.2: Photograph of low voltage system contained by enclosure
Figure 3.4 shows the wire routing selected for powering and controlling the fans, LED
matrix, and Arduino. There were (2) 18 AWG solid-core wires ran for powering and control-
ling the fans, and (2) 18 AWG solid-core wires run for the LED matrix control mode switch.
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Each of these wires occupy the right-hand enclosure penetration as pictured in Figure 3.3.
The fan wires were yellow and green, and the LED mode control wires were black and white.
To determine proper wire length, the fan wires were routed first from the power supply,
while the LED mode control wires were routed from the Arduino. The remaining route
for all four wires continued through the enclosure, then the grommet pictured left-most in
the photograph and to their respective components. The group of four wires was twisted
together to reduce electromagnetic noise. A twisted four-wire cable was additionally routed
from the Arduino through the same enclosure penetration and grommet, then to the three
potentiometers. Both of the four-wire groupings followed the same route, and were secured
together to the table using cable-ties and mounts as shown in the photograph.
Figure 3.3: Enclosure penetrations required for Low Voltage System wire routing
The previously-mentioned black and white wires are routed from the 5V, and GND1 pins
on the Arduino, respectively. The 5V signal is provided to the LED mode control switch to
send pin 49 with a logic signal representing the switch’s position. As shown in Figure 3.2, the
LED mode control switch may be left in either “manual” or “auto” mode. The white wire
has a 810kΩ pull-down resistor in-line with the GND1 pin prior to the switch termination.
This provides a ground reference for digital pin 49, shown connected to the switch side of
the white wire, given the case where the switch is left in the open position. When the switch
is closed, it is in the manual position, indicating the LED colors may be controlled by the
RGB potentiometers. When open, it is in the auto position, indicating the LED colors may
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be controlled by the GUI.
For the manually-twisted wire-set, the yellow wire was connected to the -V terminal of
the power supply’s 12V channel, broken into two sections of wire when in the immediate
proximity of the fan power terminal blocks, and routed to the middle two terminals on the
nearest terminal block as pictured in Figure 3.4 prior to its connection to the fan switch. The
green wire was connected to the +V2 terminal on the power supply, then followed the same
route all the way to the switch, without a break at the fan power terminal blocks. Though
spade terminals would have been sufficient, these leads were soldered to the switch terminals,
providing assurance of a good connection. The length of the wire leads provided with the
cooling fans was such that one terminal block was needed in proximity of each set of four
cooling fans. Using (6) jumpers on both terminal blocks, a positive and negative rail were
created, each with four of the circuit positions. As shown in the photograph and Figure 3.5,
this wiring configuration ensures that each of the fans are wired in parallel.
Figure 3.4: System underside wire routing implemented for Low Voltage System
The LED matrix required (3) 18 AWG solid-core wires to be connected to it directly,
consisting of 5V power, ground reference, and a signal wire using red, black, and green
wires, respectively. The red and black wires were routed first from the power supply, and
the green from the Arduino. Then all three were routed through the enclosure, the same
grommet as the previous (4) wires, and the grommet installed on the LED mount plate,
to end at the LED matrix terminals. The LED matrix end of these three leads was each
soldered to their respective pads on the LED matrix. This group of three wires was twisted
together to reduce electromagnetic noise. In the low-voltage enclosure, the red and black
cables were connected to the power supply’s +V1 and the adjacent -V terminals, respectively.
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The green data wire is connected to pin 6 of the Arduino. Note the 1000µF C7 capacitor,
shown in Figure 3.5, connecting these terminals to each other, and the 470Ω resistor wired
in series with the LED matrix data wire. These are required for mitigating current spikes in
an effort to protect the LED matrix per manufacturer recommendations [33].
Figure 3.5: Complete wiring diagram for low voltage system
The potentiometer wiring pictured in the upper-left-hand corner of Figure 3.4 is shown
schematically in the upper-right-hand corner of Figure 3.5. The positive and negative ter-
minals of each potentiometer are supplied with a low current 5V signal and signal ground,
respectively, each of which are wired in parallel. The R, G, and B potentiometers’ wiper-
referenced variable-end terminals are connected to pins A0, A1, and A2, respectively, on the
Arduino, providing it with the desired intensity of each color. For communication and power
purposes, the Arduino was connected to the computer hosting the GUI via a USB cable.
Next, is the installation of the ADC shield. It was desired to monitor the servo amplifiers’
±10V analog current monitor output signals with the Arduino; however, the Arduino is only
capable of measuring 0 to +5V analog signals. The ADC shield converts the incoming analog
signal to digital so the Arduino may read it. With the Arduino’s USB cable disconnected,
the BUSY, CONVST, SDO, SDI, SCK, and RD shield pins are connected to the Arduino’s
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pins 47, 48, MISO, MOSI, SCK, and SS, respectively. This is done via (6) 22 AWG solid-core
wires as shown in Figure 3.1. A pin is soldered to each end inserted in the Arduino, while
the other is soldered to the provided ADC shield’s pads accordingly. Finally, per the ADC
shield manual, a 3000pF surface-mount capacitor was added to each of the shield pad-sets
C1, C3, C4, C6, C7, and C9, using solder paste and a heat gun, for filtering noise out of the
incoming ±10V signal per Mayhew Lab’s “Extended ADC Shield User Manual,” [34].
3.2 High-Voltage System
Electrical design considerations for the high-voltage system were made assuming a re-
quired ability to simultaneously provide any two of (6) independent coils with a maximum
continuous current of ±8 Amps per Section 2.1. Additionally required was the ability to
control and set both static and dynamic fields with an update rate of 500Hz. Components
selected for satisfying these design requirements, considering available 120V single-phase AC
power sources, include (6) analog AC PWM servo drives to be controlled and monitored by
a programmable DAC. For a wiring diagram and instructions required for production of the
wiring harness needed to connect the DAC to the system, see Section 3.3.
Figure 3.6: Wiring diagram connecting each servo amplifier to its respective terminals on
the work-space support.
The analog servo drive selected is Advanced Motion Control’s (AMC) B30A40AC shown
mounted to the Helmholtz system assembly on the right-hand side of Figure 3.11. This is a
three-phase model, despite the fact that the desired servo drive configuration was a single-
phase format unit which could meet the required performance criteria. This exception was
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deemed permissible given the knowledge that the B30A40AC may be used in single-phase
conditions provided the user reduces the maximum continuous current demand of 15 A by
30%, therefore offering a revised maximum continuous current rating of 10.5 A [35]. This
exceeds the desired maximum continuous current (8 Amps) by approximately 31%, exceeding
the desired 30% buffer established in Section 2.1.
Chapter 2 details the installation of all coil assemblies except for that of the Y-axis,
advising the reader that its mechanical installation must be done in parallel with the electri-
cal installation. After mechanically installing the Z-axis and X-axis coil-pairs, and prior to
installing the Y-axis coil-pair, the installed coils’ leads should be routed to and connected to
their respective terminals on the work-space support using the diagrams presented in Fig-
ure 3.8. The leads for all six coils should be twisted as shown in Figure 3.7 and shortened
to eliminate excessive wire movement during operation.
Figure 3.7: Photograph emphasizing twisted wire pairs for several coil assemblies
Recall that the upper Z-axis coil assembly is elevated from the work-space support.
Once twisted, these leads are supported against the non-mounting plate of the negative X-
axis coil assembly using 1” wide x 0.0025” thick high-temperature Kapton tape (McMaster
No.7648A735) in at least two positions or until the leads are fixed in close proximity to their
respective terminals. When securing each of the leads to their respective screw terminals,
use coarse sandpaper to expose the copper on the last 1/2” of each lead, then, using large
pliers and a metal rod similar in diameter to that of the terminal block screw thread major
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diameter, bend the end of each lead until they each resemble a half-circle. Position each
bent lead-end such that the cut side of the half-circle is to the right. This forces the wire
to make a better electrical connection given clockwise rotation of respective terminal screw.
The leads are now to be secured to the terminal blocks.
Figure 3.8: Diagram of the required connection location for the leads of each coil assembly.
The left-hand image is of the work-space support taken from above. The right-hand image
is taken assuming the mounting-plate is facing the viewer.
There are 18 system table pass-throughs required in total for wiring the servo amplifiers,
12 of which are near the servo amplifiers, while the rest provide access to the work-space
support terminals from directly beneath them. For brevity, those nearest the servo ampli-
fiers will be referred to as “coil-side” grommets, and the others “non-coil-side,” while the
remaining pass-throughs will be referred to as “coil-access” grommets. The wire pictured
in Figure 3.6 is 14AWG twisted-pair. To promote easy wire terminal adjustment at the servo
motor outputs, and reliable connections at the work-space support, terminals used include
spade and ring, respectively. Wire lengths were selected as needed to promote a minimum
wire bend radii of 8 times the overall diameter of the cable in question, and avoid running
wire-pairs in parallel with adjacent wire-pairs, throughout the route selected. Wire routing
required on the underside of the system table are pictured in Figure 3.9. Note that the power
strip pictured is not used in the final system installation.
Each of the (6) twisted-pair leads were produced one at a time to conserve as much
wire as possible. Approximately 2” of insulation was first stripped from the existing cable-
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end, then 1/2” of insulation was stripped from the now-exposed twisted-pair wires. Spade
terminals were then soldered to each of the exposed conductors. 1” sections of heat shrink
with an initial diameter of at least 3/8” and a final diameter smaller than 1/4” should be
applied such that 1-1/2” of each wire remains exposed. Then short sections of smaller red
and black heat shrink were applied to the black and white wires, respectively. The installed
spade terminals should be pushed through the respective non-coil-side grommets from the
underside of the table, and connected to the “MTR A” and “MTR B” terminals on the
respective servo amplifier shown in Figure 3.6.
Figure 3.9: Photograph of cable routing on underside of plate.
While ensuring proper wire bend radii were maintained, the wire was then routed to all
desired points of security, and cable-tied in place. The cable was then cut to the length
required to push the new cable-end through the respective coil-access grommet a distance of
2”. The same wire stripping procedure presented was then followed. Without applying heat
to them, slide short sections of red and black heat shrink over the black and white wires,
respectively. While being careful not to overheat the conductor, and maintaining the largest
distance possible from the loosely-installed heat shrink, ring terminals were soldered to the
exposed conductor ends. Heat was then applied to the smaller red and black heat shrink,
followed by the installation of the larger heat shrink just as done on the spade terminal end
of the cable. Ring terminals should now be secured to their respective work-space support
terminal block connection as shown in Figure 3.6.
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During the calibration phase of installing the servo amplifiers as presented in Section 4.2,
twisted-pair lead connections may be switched on the servo amplifier to ensure proper direc-
tion of current for desired magnetic fields. This process was repeated for production of each
of the six sets of leads. Wire installation may be completed at any time during the system
assembly as long as it is done prior to installation of the Y-axis coil assemblies.
Figure 3.10: Photograph of NEMA 15-5 cable prepared for powering each servo amplifier
Power cables required for each of the servo drives may be prepared at any time. To
prepare them, first ensure that all required outlets are not energized. Using NEMA 15-5
plugs with wire leads, insert the plug into the unenergized outlet, then feed the lead ends
through the respective coil-side grommet. While maintaining the recommended wire bend
radii, determine the appropriate cable length such that the cable may reach the C1 terminal
block on the respective servo amplifier, and shorten the cable accordingly. Unplug the cable
from the outlet and remove the cable from the grommet, then strip the cable and leads
as previously discussed. Without applying heat, slide sections of smaller heat shrink over
each of the three leads. While being careful not to apply excessive heat, ring terminals were
soldered to each of the leads. Now heat was applied to the smaller heat shrink, and the
larger heat shrink was applied.
The black, white, and green wires were then secured to the “AC1,” “AC2,” and “AC3”
terminals, respectively. Finally, a ring-terminal-ended jumper was added, connecting “AC3”
to the “CASE GND” terminal, then another, connecting the “CASE GND” terminal to one
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of the 8-32 screws securing the respective servo amplifier to the table as shown in Figure 3.10.
To achieve a sufficient chassis ground for the servo drives, the screw used required an external-
tooth locknut to cut through the anodized coating. Plugs were not powered until the code
structure required for communicating with the DAC was in place per Chapter 5. Though
not pictured schematically in Figure 3.6, the switched plugs are shown on the system wiring
diagram provided in Figure A.34 of the Appendix.
Figure 3.11: Photograph of high voltage system installed
For the final coil installation, each of the following tasks were performed on one coil
assembly before the other, then repeated on the final coil assembly. While the user is facing
the work-space support from the side on which the coil is to be installed, the coil assembly
is to be held in the approximate position required for installation, then leaned toward the
user and lowered until the non-mounting plate is lying on the aluminum plate. Note that
the bottom of the coil (with respect to the installed orientation) should now be in contact
with the respective mount-face of the work-space support. Use this position to determine a
proper length for the coil leads, shorten them accordingly, and prepare the lead ends just as
with the four previous coils.
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Secure the leads on their respective screw terminal, again using Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.6
to assist in selection of the proper terminal position. Upright the coil and lift it off the table
about 1/2”, or until it is approximately centered vertically with the X-axis coil plates. Move
the coil towards the work-space support until both coil plates align with the notches cut
into the X-axis coil plates. Lower the coil until it is resting in the notches as shown in the
right-hand image of Figure 2.9, then secure the coil using a 10-32 brass hex rounded head
screw as shown in Figure 2.27. This process is repeated for both Y-axis coil assemblies. The
complete installation of the high voltage system is shown in Figure 3.11.
3.3 Wiring Harness
The wiring harness whose fabrication details are provided in this section, is required
for controlling and monitoring the servo amplifiers with the programmable DAC and Ar-
duino. Pinouts required for soldered harness connections are provided in Table 3.2, Table 3.3,
and Table 3.4. The male and female DB37 connectors secure to the analog and digital ports
on the DAC, respectively. One male DB15 connector is needed for securing to the P1 port
on each of the servo amplifiers. The leads connected to the DB15 connectors which do not
connect to either of the DB37 connectors are the (6) green wires, connect to the analog
inputs on the ADC shield as previously pictured in Figure 3.1.
Table 3.2: Generalized DB15 connector pinout for use with servo amplifier P1 ports
Servo Pin Analog/Digital Input/Output Wire Color Function
2 Analog Output Red SIGNAL GND
4 Analog Input Orange +REF
5 Analog Input Yellow -REF
8 Analog Output Green CURR.MON.
11 Digital Input Brown INH/EN
14 Digital Output White FAULT
To begin fabrication of the wire harness, (6) sections of 8-wire shielded cable were routed
as pictured in Figure 3.12. More specifically, to determine the appropriate length of each
wire section, it was routed from the respective P1 servo amplifier port, down to the system
table, along the short side of the table furthest from the coil assembly, around the side of
the -Z servo, then cut approximately 6” past the center of the low voltage enclosure. Next,
one end of each of the cables had approximately 2” of insulation stripped, then 3/8” of
insulation was removed from the red, orange, yellow, green, brown, and white wires. The
(2) unused wires remaining in the cable are to be left alone given the possibility that future
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installments require additional pins be addressed. Helping hands were then used to hold
the connector in place while 1/4” long sections of heat-shrink suitable for 24AWG wire was
slipped over the first wire to be soldered. Using the pin information provided in Table 3.2,
the first wire is soldered to the respective DB15 solder-cup. Then the heat-shrink is slipped
over the joint, and secured using a heat gun. This process was repeated for each of the (6)
connections required on the respective DB15 connector. Next, a 1.5” section of 3/8” heat-
shrink was slipped over the non-soldered cable-end, and placed such that there is 1/2” of
heat-shrink covering the stripped side of the cable, and a 1” section covering the remaining
black insulation. A properly-sized ring spacer was then selected such that the cable would
be kept firmly in place within the connector assembly. Finally, while ensuring the 24 AWG
wires were each completely contained, the connector housing was installed. This process was
repeated for each of the (6) cables.
Table 3.3: Male DB37 connector pinout for use with DAC analog output port
DAC Pin DAC Chan. Wire Color Servo Coil Servo Pin Function
1 - Red - Z 2 SIGNAL GND
2 - Yellow - Z 5 -REF
4 - Red +Z 2 SIGNAL GND
5 - Yellow +Z 5 -REF
7 - Red - X 2 SIGNAL GND
8 - Yellow - X 5 -REF
10 - Red +X 2 SIGNAL GND
11 - Yellow +X 5 -REF
12 - Yellow - Y 5 -REF
13 - Red - Y 2 SIGNAL GND
16 - Red +Y 2 SIGNAL GND
17 - Yellow +Y 5 -REF
19 - Black ALL - SIGNAL GND
20 DAC 0 Orange - Z 4 +REF
21 DAC 1 Orange +Z 4 +REF
22 DAC 2 Orange - X 4 +REF
23 DAC 3 Orange +X 4 +REF
24 DAC 4 Orange - Y 4 +REF
25 DAC 5 Orange +Y 4 +REF
Upon plugging the complete DB15 connectors in their respective servo P1 ports and
laying each of the prepared cables in their respective positions, the end of all (6) cables
should be taped together to form a single tapered end capable of being fed through 5/8”
polyester sleeving. A 2” long section of 3/4” heat-shrink followed by a piece of sleeving
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long enough to extend from the junction shown centered on the right-hand side of the DAC
in Figure 3.12, to within 3” of the -Z cable-tie-down were then slipped over the wire bundle
and positioned as far along the wire bundle as possible. Electrical tape was added the end
of the sleeving nearest the DB15 connectors to prevent the sleeve fraying until it was time
to install the heat-shrink. Each cable was then labeled based on its respective servo drive
to assist in ease of wire-identification later. Next, the tape joining the (6) cable ends was
removed and, one at a time, each cable was stripped starting from the three-piece harness
junction, providing a wire breakout for joining each of the wires to their respective DB37
connector or routing and securing them to each respective channel on the ADC shield. Note
that the wires again required labeling, one for each servo in each of the (3) wire-sets after
the junction. The wires were then cut to length based on their respective application.
Figure 3.12: Top view of wiring harness installed in complete system
The red, orange, and yellow wires were positioned bending away from the bundle toward
the servos, then turning 180◦ back toward the DAC’s analog DB37 port. The brown and
white wires were positioned bending away from the bundle toward the coils, then turning
180◦ back toward the DAC’s digital DB37 port. Both DB37 wire-sets were trimmed to
length assuming 1” of extra wire. While held together in-line with the center of the low-
voltage enclosure, the remaining green wires were trimmed at approximately the center of the
Arduino. Two pieces of black 22AWG wire were then added to the wire harness. One long
enough and routed to extend from the DAC analog ground, to the 3-way harness junction,
then to the DAC digital ground. The other long enough and routed to extend from the DAC
digital ground to the desired ground terminal at the ADC shield. Once the black wires were
positioned such that their connection ends were in the same proximity to their respective
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connectors as the other wires, they should be taped in place to their respective wire-set,
fixing their position in the harness.
Now, the wire-ends of each of the three separated wire-sets were taped together to support
the threading of three smaller sections of sleeving and heat shrink. A 2” long section of 3/8”
heat-shrink followed by an 8” long piece of 3/8” sleeving, followed another similar-length
piece of 3/8” heat-shrink were separately slipped over the DB37 wire-sets, and positioned
as far along the wire-set as possible. The third wire-set was done using the same-sized
sections of heat-shrink, and the same order of operations given a 12” long piece of sleeving.
Electrical tape was added to both ends of the smaller sleeving to prevent the sleeve from
fraying or melting as a result of proximity to the soldering iron, until it was time to install
the heat-shrink. The three taped wire-sets were then held together while another 2” long
section of 3/4” heat-shrink was slipped over the wire bundle, continuing until slipped over
the non-taped end of the 5/8” sleeving (more tape may be added if the heat-shrink cannot
pass newly frayed edges). 1/4” of insulation was then stripped from each of the 40 wire-ends,
indicating that the harness was prepared for soldering to the DB37 connectors.
Table 3.4: Female DB37 connector pinout for use with DAC digital input/output port
DAC Pin DAC Chan. Wire Color Servo Coil Servo Pin Function
1 I/O 0 Brown - Z 11 INH/EN
3 I/O 1 Brown +Z 11 INH/EN
5 I/O 2 Brown - X 11 INH/EN
7 I/O 3 Brown +X 11 INH/EN
9 I/O 4 Brown - Y 11 INH/EN
11 I/O 5 Brown +Y 11 INH/EN
21 I/O 10 White -Z 14 FAULT
23 I/O 11 White +Z 14 FAULT
25 I/O 12 White - X 14 FAULT
27 I/O 13 White +X 14 FAULT
29 I/O 14 White - Y 14 FAULT
31 I/O 15 White +Y 14 FAULT
33 - Black All - SIGNAL GND
35 - Black All - SIGNAL GND
As discussed previously, helping hands were used to hold the respective DB37 connector
in place while 1/4” long sections of heat-shrink suitable for 24AWG wire was slipped over
the first wire to be soldered. Using the pin information provided in Table 3.3, the first
wire is soldered to the respective male DB37 solder-cup. Then the 24AWG heat-shrink is
slipped over the soldered joint, and secured using a heat gun. This process was repeated for
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each of the (19) connections required. Note that the black wire shown soldered to pin 19
on the DAC is the first of the two black wires added to the wire harness. The respective
section of 3/8” sleeving was then re-positioned along the wire-set approximately 2” from
the DB37 connector, with one of the pieces of 3/8” heat-shrink positioned 1.5” from the
DB37 connector. A heat gun was then applied to both respective pieces of 3/8” heat-shrink.
Also as previously discussed for the DB15 connector, a properly-sized ring spacer was then
selected such that the wire-set would be kept firmly in place within the connector assembly.
Finally, while ensuring the 24 AWG wires were each completely contained, the connector
housing was installed. This process was repeated for the 14 wire-ends to be soldered to the
female DB37 connector, using Table 3.3. Note that it does not matter which black wire-end
is soldered to pin 33 or 35. This is because all of the digital signal ground pins are directly
connected to each other within the DAC.
Figure 3.13: Complete wiring diagram for wiring harness layout
For the remaining wire-set ((6) green wires and one black wire), the sleeving was re-
positioned such that the cut edge extended 1/2” into the respective enclosure penetration,
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with the heat-shrink extending 1/2” past the sleeving. A heat gun was then applied to
both respective pieces of 3/8” heat-shrink. Finally, the electrical tape was removed from
the 5/8” sleeving which was then re-positioned such that the cut edge was centered over the
cable-tie-down mount nearest the DAC. Upon positioning the heat-shrink to extend 3/4”
past the 5/8” sleeving on both ends, a heat gun was used to install the heat-shrink, marking
the completion of the wire harness fabrication.
To secure the 8-wire cable to the table, one cable-tie-down mount was secured on the
top-side of the table for each of the servo amplifiers. The cables were plugged into their
respective servo amplifier P1 ports, then, without violating the minimum bend radius 8X
that of the cable diameter, each cable was tied to its respective cable-tie-down mount, then
again to any additional cable-tie-down mounts between it and the DAC. Prior to securing
the wire harness to the final two mounts, both DB37 connectors should be plugged into
their respective ports on the DAC, and the remaining wires fed through the right-hand
penetration of the low voltage system enclosure, as previously shown in Figure 3.3. Given
each current monitor signal wire was properly labeled ahead of time, they were each secured
to their respective analog channels on the ADC shield per Figure 3.5. Additionally, the black
wire should be secured to either one of the GND terminals. Given enough slack in the wire
harness, two more cable-tie-downs were added to the table; one on the coil-side of the -Z
servo, then another approximately one inch away from the DAC, centered between the DB37




This chapter details the setup and use of on-board and independent electronics required
for setup, operation, and monitoring of the Helmholtz system. These are covered over two
sections; instrumentation and calibration. The calibration section provided offers details
regarding the physical system equipment installed, but the methods required for improving
system further lie in the code structure, which may be found in 5.
4.1 Instrumentation
In order to ensure the system was fully operational, a DMM, three-axis hall magnetome-
ter, and oscilloscope were each used. The DMM was used for testing DC signal voltages, DC
current, AC voltage, and resistance for general system setup and diagnostics. The three-axis
hall magnetometer was used in conjunction with the GUI as detailed in Chapter 5 to mon-
itor the system’s performance with regards to production of a reliable desired B-field. The
oscilloscope was applied for monitoring potential noise in the system’s analog signal wires.
Figure 4.1: Image taken of the leads made for servo amplifier direct current measurement
using DMM as pictured in the far right image.
The DMM was an important tool throughout the system’s realization. It was key for
inspection of Arduino logic signals, the DAC’s logic and analog signals, LED potentiometer
reference voltages, continuity of all wired components in the overall system, and various
other methods of implementing system electronics diagnostics. Though DMMs are generally
safe for users, measures should be taken should the user need to monitor parameters of an
unsafe system. Additionally, the order of operations here was critical for keeping the user
safe. To implement the DMM for inspecting the actual servo amplifier current output, it had
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to be wired in series with one of the servo amplifier motor current outputs which were to be
in use while powering the coil. When using the DMM to monitor servo amplifier current,
custom leads were made for the DMM to ensure the operator was not required to touch the
terminals while powering the amplifier as shown in Figure 4.1. Note in the right-most image
that both terminals are covered by non-conductive materials prior to beginning testing.
The intent behind monitoring this signal directly was to provide a means of verifying the
±10V current monitor signal coming from each servo amplifier. To maintain safe practices,
the servo in question was first inhibited by means of a logic signal provided by the DAC,
then either removed from or electrically disconnected from the 120VAC power source. As-
suming the user has verified the positive vs. negative direction of current in the coils, the
negative DMM lead was inserted into the COM ground reference on the DMM and secured
to whichever servo terminal provides intended source of positive current, while the positive
lead was inserted into the A reference on the DMM, and connected to the positive coil lead.
Next, after ensuring the drive was already inhibited, the servo was powered back on, enabled,
and calibrated as discussed in the Calibration seciton of this chapter.
Figure 4.2: Image taken of the oscilloscope connected to the current monitor signal for the
-Z servo amplifier
For use of the oscilloscope, the current monitor signals coming from the servo amplifiers
were of particular interest. These signal wires are long, spanning as much as 5 feet between
connections to the servo amplifier and the ADC shield channel to which they are connected.
Crossing these paths with a large number of both high and low current wires bears high
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potential to cause unwanted noise in the current monitor signal as shown in Figure 4.2.
Looking at the bottom of the image, the noise frequency and size vary visibly.
The ADC shield was modified to add signal filtering via an installation of (6) 0603-sized
capacitors rated at 3000pF, installed at capacitor positions C1, C3, C4, C7, C9, and C10
(named per the product reference manual), with capacitors CAP1, CAP2, CAP3, CAP4,
CAP5, and CAP 6, respectively, as shown in Figure 3.5. These are surface-mount capacitors
which were installed in-house using solder paste. Though adding these capacitors assisted
in the filtration of incoming signals, the variety of currents and large number of wires run-
ning in parallel prior to the shield front-end results in continued noise. This issue can be
significantly improved and potentially resolved by adding a buffer to the front-end of the
shield. See Mayhew Labs extended ADC shield user manual pg.3 for more details. Given
system conditions which match or exceed the internal impedance of the LTC 1857 (12-bit)
A/D converter mounted to the ADC shield.
4.2 Calibration
There are two types of equipment used during operation of the Helmholtz system which
require the user to perform a physical calibration; the three-axis hall magnetometer, and the
servo amplifiers. Metrolab’s THM1176-MF three-axis hall magnetometer was key for the
characterization of coil performance. As was discussed briefly in Chapter 2, the servo ampli-
fier selected for use was AMC’s B30A40AC, pictured in Figure 4.4. A quality calibration of
the magnetometer and servo amplifiers are of equal importance in this system. Only when
both are properly tuned can the user expect to produce a reliable B field.
Figure 4.3: Pictographic representation of THM1176-MF instrumentation geometry [36]
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Most modern hall magnetometers suffer from offsets due to their need to continuously
compensate for changes in the temperature. In addition to the requirement of performing a
zero-field calibration using the gauss-chamber prior to every testing session, MetroLab rec-
ommends the user bring the instrument back to the manufacturer on a semi-annual basis[36]
for a more complete calibration. For the gauss calibration, the user inserts the magnetometer
fully into the gauss chamber keeping it there until after the calibration is complete.
Figure 4.4: Photograph of the B30A40AC brushless analog servo amplifier[35]
Upon insertion, the user initializes the calibration either using the GUI provided with
the product upon purchase, or by sending the THM1176 custom commands through a se-
rial interface. Though running and operating the THM1176 is quick and simple using the
provided GUI, it is only compatible with Mac and Windows, so a series of custom functions
are used for commanding and querying the device in Linux. This additionally opens up an
opportunity for reliable methods of data storage, including real-time data access to assist in
providing the user with instantaneous feedback. MetroLab also provides the user with the
ability to adjust the range in which the device is intended to operate, and the number of
recordings to take before providing a datapoint.
The THM1176-MF model is capable of measuring with a maximum range of 100mT,
300mT, 1T, or 3T with down to .1mT precision. This precision may be improved however, by
indicating how many samples are to be taken and averaged for each every data point provided
by the magnetometer. By increasing the number of samples taken, the user may improve
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the precision by the square root of the number of samples selected [36]. For the Helmholtz
system, the number of samples desired was set to 100, offering an order of magnitude of
improvement in the sampled data assuming zero mean noise error. The instrumentation
mount produced for securing the magnetometer in a known position in the work-space, was
designed to force the magnetometer to remain in a known orientation per the device datum
geometry as presented in Figure 4.3. Note that the the X-direction matches that of the
system, while the Y and Z-directions point in the opposite directions of the system.
Figure 4.5: Photograph taken of the DMM connected to the Motor A and B terminals on
the -Z servo amplifier
The AMCB30A40AC servo amplifiers may be adjusted using a combination of two
surface-mount switch-busses and four potentiometers. Both switch busses, SW1 and SW2,
have six different switches. On SW1, the test/offset switch was switched to offset to provide
a method of adjusting the amplifier’s perception of the command signal. The current loop
proportional gain adjustment was left in the default position ON enabling the user to apply
a reduction in gain. Current scaling and current ratio were positioned for full-current mode
and 50% continuous to peak current ratio. Hall sensor phasing was kept at default, and the
inhibit logic was set to high meaning the system will be inhibited unless it receives a 5V
logic signal. The only requirement for SW2 was that the switches be configured for ”current
mode,” using the ”mode selection table” presented on pg.6 of the manual[35].
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The actual calibration of the B30A40AC takes place with adjustment of four potentiome-
ters. When operating in current mode, Pot 1 must be rotated fully CCW because it provides
positive gain for systems operating in velocity modes. Pot 2 was adjusted to bring the am-
plifier current limit high enough to match the system’s desired capabilities. Finally, pots 3
and 4 provide a controllable gain and offset for the command signal.
First, the custom DMM leads previously discussed should be secured to the respective
servo amplifier, as shown in Figure 4.5. After connecting and turning the DMM on, both
pots 3 and 4 were rotated until in the middle of the full potentiometer rotational range (the
middle is 7 full turns away from either pot limit). Next, a known command signal of 0.5V
(2.1 Amps) was applied. First, the gain was adjusted until the incoming voltage signal was
within 0.05A of the current as seen on the DMM. Next, the current applied was 0A for which
an adjustment of the offset potentiometer appropriate. Adjust until the value displayed on
the DMM is within 0.02A of the correct value. This process should be repeated using a
variety of currents until the calibration seems like the best fit possible.
Once the servo amplifiers were each manually calibrated, Linear algebra was implemented
to calculate a series of coefficients relating a matrix of desired currents to that of the cor-
responding measured currents. More specifically, the pseudoinverse, sometimes referred to
as the Moore-Penrose inverse, is a generalization of inverse matrices[37]. One way to differ-
entiate between a pseudoinverse and a traditional generalized inverse is that the traditional
inverse only must satisfy the first of Penrose’s four conditions, while the pseudoinverse must
satisfy all four[38].
The strength of induced magnetic fields is linearly related to the amount of current
passing through the element in question. Given the vector of measured currents y, matrix
of desired currents A, and vector of unknown constants φ, consider the system of linear
equations shown in Equation 4.1 where matrix dimension m > n.
Aφ = y (4.1)
Readily solving for φ here cannot be done by simple division, because y and A are
dissimilar size matrices; however, Equation 4.2 demonstrates that both sides of the equation
may be multiplied by the transpose of the A matrix in order to produce square matrices of




φ = ATy (4.2)
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Now, the φ term may be isolated by multiplying both sides of the equation by the inverse
of the square matrix [ATA]. The resultant Equation 4.3 satisfies all four of Penrose’s con-
ditions for the pseudoinverse. The relationship between the desired and measured matrices






Moving forward, these newly calculated coefficients are used to calculate the corrected
field or current required to produce the exact field desired. A realistic application of the
pseudoinverse to a linear system of equations as it would relate to the Helmholtz system
is shown in Equation 4.4. A third order matrix is assumed, where m, I, a, b, and c are





































The GUI developed for controlling, monitoring, and calibrating the Helmholtz system
was done in C++ via Qt, a cross-platform software development tool. An all-encompassing
Helmholtz class was written for controlling the system through object-oriented-programming.
Finally, a further development of the calibration process discussed in Chapter 4 is presented,
which may be used to maximize the system’s calibration precision. Table Table 5.1 provides
a complete set of functions and their use.
5.1 Helmholtz Control GUI
The Helmholtz GUI is presented in detail first to provide the reader with an understanding
of necessary modes of system control and feedback. The major modes of controlling the
system include inhibition or enabling of the servo amplifiers, manual individual coil field
and current control, automatic field and current calibration, dynamic vector applications via
time-stamped vector text files, and work-space lighting. Among the various forms of feedback
are the fault status of each servo amplifier, measured coil currents, measured magnetic field,
intensity and color of the work-space lighting, and calculated field error.
The code written for the three-dimensional vector direction and magnitude graphic shown
in Figure 5.1 was written from scratch, changing in size and direction given varying directions
of the desired B vector. For clarity, the translucent yellow pane only appears when the
vector is within that respective quadrant. If the magnetic field desired has only one or two
components specified, the yellow pane will not appear, however the portion of the axes which
corresponds with the direction of the resultant vector becomes a solid bold line, accentuating
the exact orientation of the desired vector at all times. Also, if the vector is positioned on
the positive side of the z-axis, it appears to be above the x-y plane as shown in Figure 5.1.
When below the x-y plane, it appears to be below the x-y plane, as shown in Figure 5.2.
5.2 Helmholtz Class
The Helmholtz class was written to build a clean and simple methodology for storing and
accessing data related to all controllable or measurable aspects of the complete Helmholtz
system. Any given instantiation of an object of the Helmholtz class inherits a series of
objects related to the system’s functionality. These objects include the six servo amplifiers,
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Figure 5.1: Snapshot of the dynamic 3D representation of the desired B-field
Arduino, and DAC, each of which possesses unique operations. If the THM1176 device is
connected to the computer at the time of instantiation, it too will be inherited as an object.
Declaring an instantiation of the Helmholtz system, requires first an understanding of its
componential relationships. Within the HelmholtzCoils class, lies the programmable DAC’s
serial number, in addition to which channel numbers on it pertain to which output or input
channel on the servo drive. The next object definition in the algorithm is that of six servo
amplifiers, each of which requires an input of the previously declared DAC channel numbers,
to assist in the definition of data locations for servo-related pointers. Shortly thereafter, are
the more operationally standard procedures, such as looking at the most recent calibration
records to keep the instrumentation up to date when possible.
Taking a look at some object definitions, the servo amplifiers offer function definitions for
commanding the servo drive current the as well as the enable/inhibit control function. The
THM1176 object definition additionally provides the user with the ability to send a series
of commands to the magnetometer, including data logging and rate, the preferred range
of measurement for the B, and more. The Arduino mega offers methods of collecting and
communicating data back and forth between the servos and DAC, in addition to having full
RGB control over the work-space light.
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Figure 5.2: Snapshot of the system GUI operating in current controlled mode
For various automatic system calibrations, there is a loop() statement with a series of
methods for testing or calibrating the system, each of which are accessed given the start of
the loop, and the declared rate at which it is desirable for the loop to continue perform-
ing the operation in question. Each method has a general name which is stored in a local
enumerator, then a local variable “testFormat” is defined by the desired test method while
also serving as the switch case which keeps the loop continuing until the desired tests have
been completed. These methods are accessible via the following function names: getSys-
temFieldError, setCoilStaticTest, setCoilStepResponse, setInitSystemCal, setFinalSystem-
Cal, setFieldTrajectory. Each of these operations make use of a series of “set” and “get”
functions to control and/or monitor the system’s current, magnetic field, fault condition,
and device connectivity. Objects used by the Helmholtz class in general are controlled using
ACCES USB AO Device, AMC B30A40AC, megaADK Helmholtz, and MetrolabTHM1176.
Functions which are publicly available for use are detailed in Table 5.1. Note the use of
“COIL DES” and “field values” within the contained function definitions. COIL DES is a
local enumerator which provides the coil designations; NEG X, POS X, NEG Y, POS Y,
NEG Z, and POS Z. The field values data structure is specific to the “MetrolabTHM1176”
device, containing three vector elements of the measured magnetic field; Bx, By, and Bz.
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Table 5.1: Name, use, and purpose of operation functions within HelmholtzControlGUI class
Function Description
getCurrent • Syntax: double getCurrent(COIL DES coil)
• Input: The getCurrent function requires an input of
a desired coil.
• Purpose: The getCurrent function provides the user
with the current value most recently measured by the
Arduino mega. The current value measured is output
by the current monitor channel on each of the servo
amplifiers in the form of a ±10V analog signal which
passes through the Mayhew Labs ADC shield, enable
Arduino-based measurements.
getFaultCondition • Syntax: bool getFaultCondition(COIL DES
coilDesignation) const
• Input: The getFaultCondition function requires an
input of a desired coil.
• Purpose: The getFaultCondition function’s
intended use is for the retrieval of the desired coil’s
respective servo amplifier’s operational status. If this
returns true, the amplifier is inhibited or in “Fault”
condition; otherwise, it is enabled.
getField • Syntax: bool getField( field values
&fieldVector )
• Input: The getField function requires an input of a
field values struct.
• Purpose: The getField function provides the user
with a struct containing the vector elements of the
magnetic field measured by the magnetometer. The
input field values struct is populated with the
results. The function returns true if the data was




getMagnetometerStatus • Syntax: bool getMagnetometerStatus()
• Input: No input required
• Purpose: The getMagnetometerStatus function
retrieves the status of the magnetometer’s connectivity.
This function returns true if the magnetometer is
connected without any errors. If the function returns
false, the magnetometer is either disconnected or will
additionally return an error number. See the
magnetometer owner’s manual for a complete
description of various error classifications. As an
example, this function can be used to enable/disable
operations which should/can not be performed without
the magnetometer connected.
getSystemFieldError • Syntax: bool getSystemFieldError( double
&NEG errorFieldX, double &POS errorFieldX,
double &NEG errorFieldY, double
&POS errorFieldY, double &NEG errorFieldZ,
double &POS errorFieldZ )
• Input: The getSystemFieldError function requires
inputs of six doubles; one for each of the coils. These
inputs must be provided in the literal order shown in
the function format.
• Purpose: The getSystemFieldError function
calculates the approximate error(%) between the
desired coil field and the measured field. The six
provided inputs are populated with the six calculated
errors. This function returns true if the errors are
successfully calculated; otherwise, it returns false. This
testing operation should only be performed while the
magnetometer is positioned in the center of the work





setCoilStaticTest • Syntax: void setCoilStaticTest( double
currentToTest )
• Input: The setCoilStaticTest function requires an
input of a desired current value.
• Purpose: The setCoilStaticTest function is used to
initiate and execute a test wherein a single coil is
provided the input desired current for several seconds
while the remaining five coils are kept in no-load (no
current) conditions. Once the first coil test is complete,
this process repeats until all six coils have been tested.
By default, the resulting data is recorded in a local text
file resultsCoilStaticTest.txt, located in the
HelmholtzControlGUI class’s respective debugging
folder. If not renamed, this text file is overwritten with
each test execution by default. This function will only
work if the magnetometer is connected.
setCoilStepResponse • Syntax: void setCoilStepResponse( double
currentToTest )
• Input: The setCoilStepResponse function requires
an input of a desired current value.
• Purpose: The setCoilStepResponse function used to
initiate and execute a test wherein a single coil is
provided the input desired current for one second while
the remaining five coils are kept in no-load (no-current)
conditions. Once the first coil test is complete, this
process repeats until all six coils have been tested. By
default, the resulting data is recorded in a local text file
timeStepTesting.txt, located in the
HelmholtzControlGUI class’s respective debugging
folder. If not renamed, this text file is overwritten with
each test execution by default. This function will only




setCurrent • Syntax: bool setCurrent(COIL DES coil, double
val)
• Input: The setCurrent function requires inputs of a
desired coil, and a desired current value to provide it.
• Purpose: The setCurrent function is used to control
the amount of current provided to an individual desired
coil. This function returns true when the desired
command current has been successfully set; otherwise,
it returns false.
setCurrentZero • Syntax: void setCurrentZero( )
• Input: No input required
• Purpose: The setCurrentZero function makes use of
the setCurrent function to provide the user with a
means of returning the complete system to no-load
conditions without inhibiting any of the servo
amplifiers. Note that given a poor calibration setup,
this may not return the system to no-load conditions.
setFieldTrajectory • Syntax: void setFieldTrajectory( QString
fileName )
• Input: The setFieldTrajectory function requires the
file name of a text file composed of comma-delimited,
time-stamped vectors of a desired field magnitude.
• Purpose: The setFieldTrajectory function is used
to apply magnetic fields of a specified magnitude at
specified time-stamps per the provided text file. Prior
to attempting to apply a rotating or oscillating field,





setMagnetometerZero • Syntax: bool setMagnetometerZero()
• Input: No input required
• Purpose: The setMagnetometerZero function is used
to zero out the magnetometer prior to performing tests.
Calibrations should be performed while the system is
fully inhibited to ensure no-load conditions. Frequent
calibration is recommended to account for unknown
sources of background magnetic interference and
changes in ambient room temperature or system
performance.
setStaticField • Syntax: void setStaticField( field values
fieldToApply )
• Input: The setStaticField function requires an
input of a desired field values struct.
• Purpose: The setStaticField function is used to
apply a uniform magnetic field using as many as all six
coils simultaneously.
setSingleStaticField • Syntax: void setSingleStaticField( COIL DES
coil,double singleFieldToApply )
• Input: The setSingleStaticField function requires
an input of a desired field to apply, and a desired coil
to apply it with.
• Purpose: The setSingleStaticField function’s
intended use is to apply a static magnetic field of
desired magnitude at the center of the work space with




setSystemInitCal • Syntax: void setSystemInitCal( )
• Input: No inputs required
• Purpose: The setSystemInitCal function is used to
calibrate the system’s current output by applying a
series of randomized desired currents and comparing
the desired value with their measured results in a
system of linear equations.
setSystemFinalCal • Syntax: void setSystemFinalCal( double
fieldToTest )
• Input: The setSystemFinalCal function requires an
input of a desired magnetic field strength
• Purpose: The setSystemFinalCal function provides
a method of calibration which relates the applied
current to the desired magnetic field. This calibration
should only be performed if the setSystemInitCal
function has already been performed, and will only
work if the magnetometer is connected.
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CHAPTER 6
MAGNETIC FIELD APPROXIMATION METHODS
This chapter develops two methods of applying the Biot-Savart law to calculate the
magnetic field vector produced by a electric current. Note that this method is only valid
when considering electrostatic or magnetostatic conditions [39]. Methods of applying this
method numerically require either a single, double, or triple integral, used for a line, surface,
or volume contribution from the current in question. It’s general form as presented by







The first method assumes the coil to be an infinitely thin line of current while the second
assumes an infinitely thin plate. For both approximations, four sets of integrations are
required; one for each side of a square coil. For the sake of brevity, the coils in question
are assumed to have perfectly square corners. This is a conservative assumption, because
rounded corners inherently bring the magnetic field source closer to the center of the coil. The
point coordinates will need to be mapped to the reference frame of the coil in question, prior
to integration. The transformations section of this chapter discusses how transformation
matrices may be used to acquire the total field of the system with relative ease.
6.1 Single Wire Method
In assuming the coil to be infinitely thin, the total coil current was calculated assuming a
wire packing efficiency of 70%. Given the current applied by the servo amplifier Is, the known
geometry of each coil, and this wire packing efficiency, the total coil current I is calculated.
If the exact current density is known, the only terms needed are packing efficiency and coil
cross-section. Next the coil orientation is identified to facilitate the definition of each wire
segment’s bounds in the plane. For simplicity, the discussion provided assumes a square coil
in the x− y plane (coaxially aligned with the system z axis), it however may be applied to
coils in any plane in space, provided its position relative to the point of interest is known.


























where the limits of integration for both x and y are −Wc/2 and Wc/2. For brevity, the
labeling convention of 1, 2, 3, and 4 corresponding with top, right, bottom, and left, respec-
tively, is maintained throughout this chapter. Next, the vector definition of the direction of
current is written. Given the right-hand rule, the direction of current I is defined for each
wire such that counter-clockwise direction of the current produces a magnetic field which

















To incorporate the position of the point of interest in the formula, r̂ is calculated using
rw and the coordinates of the point of interest p. For clarity, the r̂ term is left in the form
of |p − rw| in the finished equation. Now given the addition of four integrals, one for each
wire segment, the total contribution to B by the coils in question is calculated as shown in















For a surface integration, Equation 6.1 is modified by changing the line current term I
to a surface current term K, and the integration term from length l to area A[41]. While
treating a coil as an infinitely thin sheet (referred to as the ”shell” throughout this section),
the total current in each coil I was calculated using the same method as presented in the
wire method. To find the current density over area term K, I is just divided by the nominal
width of the coil Wc. Next the coil orientation is identified to facilitate the definition of each
shell side’s bounds in the plane. For simplicity, the discussion provided assumes a square

























where the limits of integration are −Wc/2 and Wc/2 for x and y. Given the coil cross-
section side-length Xc, the limits of integration for z are −Xc/2 and Xc/2. Next, the vector
definition of the direction of current is written. Given the right-hand rule, the direction of
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surface current K is defined for each wire such that counter-clockwise direction of the current

















Just as in the wire method, the position of the shell sides are incorporated through the
calculation of r̂ via rs and p. Equation 6.3 provides the numerical form of the shell method
using surface integration. Though the integration term provided previously was that of the
surface area A, it is broken down into two components here. The first component is always
with respect to the anticipated direction of the magnetic field vector, which in this case z.















Recall that the system’s world coordinate frame is at the very center of the overall
Helmholtz system. This means that all six coils require a homogeneous transformation
matrix, providing a translation and rotation of the desired point pw from the world coordinate































One of three rotation matrix formats may be used as shown in Equations 6.4, 6.5, and
6.6 as presented by Craig, and given the addition of translation information, a 4 x 4 element
transformation matrix may be created [41]. Given the 45◦ rotation of the z-axis coil-pair
about the system’s world coordinate frame, it is the only coil-set of the three which require
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the application of a rotation matrix. Each of the six coil reference frames are coaxial to
its respective world axis. Given that each coil-pair is centered about the world coordinate
frame, the translation t required for each individual coil is calculated first. Recall that the
separation distance between square Helmholtz coils is required to be 0.5445Wc and find the

































































































As an example, Equation 6.7 demonstrates how the point coordinates pc may be cal-
culated given the known orientation of the lower Z-axis coil reference frame relative to the
world reference frame [41]. It may be adjusted to accommodate positive Z-axis coil by just
changing −0.5445Wc from negative to positive. The remaining four coils are more trivial,























cos(45◦) −sin(45◦) 0 0




























Given a correct implementation of point transformations, this paper offers a closed form
solution for calculating the magnetic field strength anywhere in the work space using the
wire method form of the Biot-Savart law. The center of the overall square coil is assumed
to be at coordinate [0, 0, 0] in the work space and the square is oriented such that its sides
appear either horizontal or vertical relative to the reader. In the solutions presented in
Equations 6.8, 6.9, and 6.10, cnumberAxis is a distance term relating the position of that
“number” wire in the direction of the specified ”Axis”. For example, given the left-hand
wire the number 1, c3x is assumed to be the distance separating the right-hand wire from
the coil’s center along the X-axis. Finally, the closed-form solutions are combined to form
the complete vector calculation shown in Equation 6.11 assuming the given square coil is
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Given the same coil orientation, and term conventions identical to those used above, the
following Equations 6.12-6.15 provide the closed-form solution for calculating the magnetic
field strength anywhere in the work space using the shell method form of the Biot-Savart
law. This thesis later provides a comparison of both the wire method and shell method
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, (6.13)
and, given the following:
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å
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This chapter details testing of the Helmholtz system using a three-axis hall magnetome-
ter (THM1176), to verify the approximation methods discussed in chapter 6. Results of
testing each of the coils independently provides evidence of the system’s ability to produce
a uniform magnetic field in a three-dimensional work-space typical of traditional Helmholtz
coils. Individual coil testing is used as a means of verifying the assembly geometry. The
instrumentation positioning section depicts the three physical dimensions of interest when
positioning the magnetometer in the work-space. For both coil-pair testing and individ-
ual coil testing, the desired maximum sustained current demand was applied (8 Amps per
Section 2.1 in Chapter 2).
7.1 Instrumentation Positioning
Figure 7.1: Distance between instrumentation mount and top of acrylic cylinder
For the purposes of this chapter, proper instrumentation positioning is achieved using
imperial measurements due to accessibility of tools. To begin, a six-inch scale and square are
required. It is recommended that two solid objects of known thicknesses 0.50 inches and 1.0
76
inch are used to achieve 0 and 0.50 inches in the Z direction relative to the work-space datum.
For increased simplicity of test setup, three additional spacers of known thicknesses 0.3, 0.5,
0.61, 1, 1.3, 1.61, 2.30, and 2.61 inches may be used to achieve each required distance from
inner coil walls on the negative X and negative Y coils relative to the nearest parallel surface
on the instrumentation mount. If said spacers are at least one inch long, the square is not
required. Otherwise, the square should be used to ensure parallelism of the instrumentation
surfaces relative to the neighboring coil plates.
Figure 7.2: Photograph of lit work-space with vertical camera suspended in the Z-axis
To ensure the defined X, Y, and Z axes of the work-space align with the X, Y, and Z
axes of the THM1176, the two symmetrical legs of the vertical instrumentation rack should
be placed in-line with the X axis, while the third leg should be placed on the negative Y
side of the coil assembly. Without any rotations of the camera rack, the total assembly is
moved via translations in the X and Y directions to achieve each of the XY-planar positions
in the work-space. To achieve each of the three positions in the Z direction for each of the
XY-planar positions, the instrumentation mount is secured at distances of 0.0, 0.5, and 1.0
inches from the surface of the acrylic cylinder as shown in Figure 7.1. Just as with the
camera assembly shown in Figure 7.2, assuming the vertical instrumentation rack assembly
is square, no precautions are needed to ensure the position in the Z-axis is correct beyond
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ensuring proper distance between the instrumentation mount and the acrylic cylinder below.
For each coil-pair or individual coil, there are 100 samples each taken at 8 total positions.
In the X and Y directions, the positions of interest are -1” and 1.” In the Z direction, the
positions of interest are -0.5” and 0.5”. These exact positions are achievable when measuring
the position of the instrumentation mount relative to fixed objects in the work-space; i.e.
the inner wall of the negative X and negative Y coil pairs relative to the nearest face of
the instrumentation mount, and the upper surface of the acrylic cylinder resting in the
UHMW work-space support relative to the bottom face of the instrumentation mount. These
dimensions are depicted clearly in Figure 7.1, Figure 7.3, and Figure 7.4.
Figure 7.3: Distance from instrumentation mount to Y coil plates, respectively
Although the total valid work-space spans a region of 7cm(X) x 7cm(Y) x 7cm(Z), the
instrumentation mount used (shown in detail in appendix Figure A.8 and Figure A.28)
introduces geometric restrictions, reducing the measurable work-space to a symmetrical re-
gion of size 5.08cm(X) x 5.08cm(Y) x 2.54cm(Z). The smallest dimension here is 2.54cm
in the Z-direction. As discussed previously, the Z-axis coil pair is the smallest of the three
coil-pairs. This suggests that the Z-axis coil-pair is the most suitable direction to have the
smallest of the three measurable directions.
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As discussed in Section 4.1 of Chapter 4, the THM1176 is generally zeroed using the
provided gauss chamber. This chamber eliminates external magnetic fields to ensure proper
measurements are taken. For this test procedure, the THM1176 is instead calibrated out-
side of the gauss chamber, when in a known no-load condition at the desired position of
measurement, prior to taking the series of measurements required for each position in the
work-space.
Figure 7.4: Distance from instrumentation mount to X coil plates, respectively
The system used to hold the instrumentation in a fixed position in space and provide a
smooth means of vertical adjustment, the vertical instrumentation rack doubles as a fixture
for mounting and guiding the instrumentation mount. A description of how to ensure the
exact center of the work-space is occupied by the datum of the three-axis hall THM1176
without physically measuring the instrumentation position is detailed in Section 4.1. For
the collected results and analyses, see Chapter 8.
7.2 Coil Testing
Prior to initializing measurements, it was ensured that any foreign objects (i.e. scale,
spacers, square, etc.) were removed from both the work-space itself and the system table,
to reduce the likelihood of magnetic interference as much as possible.
The individual coil testing setup is designed to collect the results of applying the current
required to achieve a 10mT field at the center of the work space with each of the six coils
individually while commanding no-load conditions for the remaining five coils. Collected
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results were compared with the approximation methods detailed in Chapter 6 as a means of
validating the system geometry, and the approximations themselves. This method of testing
is most appropriate for validation of the approximation methods presented, because the
field produced by a single coil is non-uniform throughout the three-dimensional work-space.
This inherently provides more meaningful data, considering the large amount of expected
variation in results.
To gain insight regarding coil time step response, an additional automated test was
created. While applying a fixed current to all six coils independently in sequence, the
magnetic field response is recorded at a rate of over 2500Hz. For the collected results and




The data presented in this chapter are with respect to those collected while performing
testing as described in Chapters 5 and 7, in addition to the improved geometry of the
system assembly. All data used to develop the results detailed in this chapter, which are not
provided, may be found in the Appendix in Table A.1 through Table A.3, and Table A.4
through Table A.7 of the Appendix.
Table 8.1: Average recorded B-field at X = -1,” Y = 1,” and Z = 0.5”
Approximation Error
Wire Method Shell MethodCoil Bx By Bz
Bx By Bz Bx By Bz
Units
- X 14.04 0.79 0.51 0.44 -0.30 -0.12 0.45 -0.13 -0.03 mT
+X 9.74 -1.23 -0.34 0.91 -0.29 0.41 -0.17 -0.62 0.26 mT
- Y -0.50 9.65 0.62 0.42 0.37 0.31 0.22 -0.41 0.41 mT
+Y 1.31 14.01 0.12 0.30 0.91 0.48 0.42 0.82 0.42 mT
- Z -1.56 1.24 10.29 0.15 -0.75 0.58 -0.19 -0.40 -0.35 mT
+Z 1.63 -2.25 14.50 0.08 -0.30 0.89 0.78 -0.99 1.0 mT
8.1 Coil Geometry
Thanks to the coil manufacturing method discussed previously in Chapter 2, the coil
spools were able to be designed such that the Sc term was eliminated altogether. This
opened up the opportunity to alter the orientation of the innermost coil-set in an effort to
reduce the total system size as seen upon comparing the coil assembly in Figure 2.1 with
that of Figure 2.2. By rotating the innermost coil-set 45◦ about its axis, the Wic term of
the secondary coil-set was able to be reduced by 0.625cm, or 2.76%, while maintaining the
provided value for Gb. When reducing the inner dimension of a coil, the cross-section size
is also reduced, leading to compounding dimension reductions. This resulted in an overall
system size reduction of 1.464cm, or 3.57%.
Recall that the original reason behind maintaining Gb was for coil cooling purposes.
Given this new orientation of the innermost coil-set, the surface area of the region nearest
the adjacent nested coil-set was reduced from spanning the entire side-length of the coil
cross-section, to that of just a single wire. Reducing Gb from 1.27cm to 0.635cm would
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result in an additional overall system size reduction of 1.467cm, or 3.71%, providing a total
reduction of 2.931cm, or 7.15% from the original size while still maintaining a sufficient gap
between coils.
8.2 Individual Coil Testing
Table 8.2: Average error of all six coils relative to the wire method, and the shell method
Approximation Error
Wire Method Shell MethodCoil
Bx By Bz Bx By Bz
Units
- X 0.49 -0.37 0.09 -0.04 -0.37 0.09 mT
+X 0.81 -0.26 0.15 0.28 -0.26 0.15 mT
- Y 0.42 0.30 0.37 0.42 -0.13 0.37 mT
+Y 0.48 1.04 0.40 0.48 0.60 0.40 mT
- Z -0.09 -0.51 0.76 0.0 -0.59 0.34 mT
+Z -0.06 -0.31 0.97 0.12 -0.13 0.56 mT
Table 8.1 presents the average of 100 data points collected for each coil while the magne-
tometer was positioned at [−1”, 1”, 0.5”] relative to the Helmholtz system’s world coordinate
frame. As discussed in the testing documentation, this process was performed for eight po-
sitions in space. It was not necessary to run separate tests with the coils powered as pairs
because all results will provide the same result as that of summing magnetic field contri-
butions of the positive and negative coils for each respective coil-pair at the position of
interest; therefore, the assumed coil-pair magnetic field contributions are presented in Ta-
ble A.8, found in the Appendix. The standard deviation σ of all the Btot terms was calculated
to be approximately 1.082. Given the average of Btot = 23.525, this results in a coefficient
of variation CV of approximately 0.046.
Table 8.3: Results of testing for coil time step response for all coils separately
Coil SS(mT) OS(%) Damp. Rise(ms) Ntrl.( rads
sec
) Poles
- X 11.082 12.5 0.552 6.7 332.34 183.38±277.17j
+X 12.811 12.3 0.555 6.3 355.90 197.61±295.98j
- Y -11.634 5.0 0.690 20.2 130.41 89.95±94.42j
+Y -12.20 3.7 0.724 23.9 114.55 82.98±78.96j
- Z -10.394 18.1 0.478 2.1 979.66 468.06±860.62j
+Z -14.090 20.23 0.453 2.1 936.82 424.72±835.01j
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By means of superposition, the presented data may be used to determine the quality of
the systems geometry via an investigation of the field homogeneity. Static field homogeneity
is the measure of field variation across the span of the work space. In general, Helmholtz
systems are able to produce a field with a homogeneity of less than or equal to 1% given a
field strength to coil radius ratio of less than or equal to 0.314[26]. The system produced for
this thesis cannot produce a magnetic field of great enough magnitude to exceed a 0.314 field
strength to coil radius ratio; however, it is capable of producing a field with homogeneity of
approximately 0.75% given a field strength to coil radius ratio 0.219, therefore satisfying the
stated constraint.
Figure 8.1: Time step response plot for X-axis coils
Though an understanding of the system’s static field performance is necessary for under-
standing the precision of the system geometry, production of low/high frequency rotating
fields requires an analysis of dynamic system response. An additional test was performed
investigating the time step response of each coil. Figure 8.1-8.3 provide plots of the magnetic
field vector as the coils and respective servo amplifiers respond to a commanded current over
a sampling period of 120ms, the results for which are summarized in Table 8.3.
Figure 8.2: Time step response plot for Y-axis coils
For each coil, the rise in magnetic field strength begins approximately 18ms after test
initialization, after which the rise time varies significantly between differing coil sizes. Once
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the rise in magnetic field begins, there are several terms needed to calculate each coil axes
respective transfer function; rise time, percent overshoot (OS), and steady state conditions.
Figure 8.3: Time step response plot for Z-axis coils
The rise time is taken when the field response reaches 90% of steady state magnetic field
response. Percent overshoot is the amount by which the field response continues beyond
steady state and is taken with respect to steady state conditions. Steady state conditions
are taken when the systems magnetic field response has stabilized. In this case, when stability
is reached, the magnetic field continues to oscillate but with a consistent amplitude which is
small relative to average steady state conditions.
Figure 8.4: Bode plot of the average performance for coils on the X-axis
Given these three terms, each coils damping ratio and natural frequency were found and
used to produce the system characteristic equation, the roots of which are referred to as the
poles of the system. For this experimental analysis, the poles for paired coils were averaged
and used to produce a Bode plot for each system axis, effectively characterizing the system




Performance of all coils within the tri-axially nested square Helmholtz coil system pre-
sented by this thesis are within 5% of initial B-field calculations. Initial calculations sug-
gested that the coils would produce 25.59, 24.47, and 23.76mT fields in order of the smallest
to largest coils, respectively. Provided in the same order, the installed coil assembly produces
24.46, 23.75, and 23.6mT fields, respectively. Initial theoretical calculations were made as-
suming a maximum sustained current density of 6A/mm2, and given 16AWG magnet wire,
this results in approximately 8A provided to the coil leads. The provided coil performance
is achieved using approximately 8A.
Figure 9.1: Snapshot of the system GUI with the desired and measured B-field, along with
the calculated error
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Results detailed in Chapter 8 average within 5% of their respective calculated values;
however, better results are achievable and expected given an implementation of the magnetic
field-based calibration operation. Initial field-based validations of current calibrations were
done assuming that both coils in a given coil-pair were to be on simultaneously. In this
testing scenario the The vast majority of Helmholtz coil systems differ from this assembly
in that the coils are generally wired in series, powered by the same amplifier. The system
presented here provides a dedicated amplifier to each coil, offering the user with increased
flexibility in testing, tuning, and operational capabilities. The image of the GUI shown in
Figure 9.1 reflects the resulting error calculation given the most recently applied calibration
sequence. There is marked improvement in the error as it was reduced from an average of
3 - 6% to below 1.5%. A larger-scale implementation of this calibration method is not yet
complete, but it is to be applied in future work.
Initial torque values of the given coils exceeded expectations, reaching values high enough
to immobilize the installed cooling fans. The z and x-axis coil-pairs remain fixed in position
regardless of the current applied, however, the large cantilevered section of coil on the y-axis
coil-set increases its susceptibility to magnetic torque. If powering just one coil, this is not
a problem for coil movement; however, provision of current conditions above 5A to just one
of the coils causes noticable flutter in nearby cooling fans.
To mitigate the cooling fan issue, their mounting point should be extended at least 2
from the underside of the aluminum plate. Then, by means of simple ducting, cooling fan
effectiveness should be retained, while placing the fan far enough from the Y-axis coil fields to
prevent fan motor damage. Provision of matched current above 5A to the Y-axis coils leads
to observed coil-flex. Upon adding reinforcement to the Y-axis, this issue was mitigated.
Coil movement in high-load conditions was cut from ±0.125 to ±0.010, effectively reducing
the largest calculated magnetic field error from greater then 4% to less than 1.5%.
As a final means of verifying system geometry and coil performance, each coils time step
response was investigated. The X and Z-axis coil-pairs performed satisfactorily, reaching
90% of steady state conditions (rise time) within approximately 6 and 2ms, respectively,
and demonstrating first-order response. The Y-axis coil-pair, however, took over 20ms to
reach its rise time, the plot for which indicates the coil reaches saturation during its ascent
to steady state conditions. This issue results in a natural resonance frequency below 50Hz,
rendering application of rotating fields unsafe. It is expected that this issue may be resolved
if the system may be provided three phase power. This would be a simple upgrade, requiring
a single cable change for each servo amplifier.
As discussed in the Results section of this thesis, the Helmholtz system produced is
capable of producing a field with a homogeneity of approximately 0.75% given a field strength
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to coil radius ratio 0.219, therefore satisfying the stated constraint of less than or equal to
1% homogeneity given a field strength to coil radius ratio of 0.314. An extension of this
investigation would come in the form of quantifying the systems ability to produce a uniform
magnetic field gradient. A classical approach to producing a uniform field gradient involves
the use of Maxwell coils, an assembly similar to Helmholtz coil assemblies which instead
bear a separation distance of
√
3Wc between its matched coils, and a third coil coaxial to
and centered about them. Although paired helmholtz coils bear a separation distance of Wc,
when powering matched coils independently, field gradients with Helmholtz coil assemblies
become achievable. Just as with field uniformity testing, coils are tested individually, then by
means of superposition, the uniformity of the field gradient is calculated, the only difference




A novel method of developing plans for the design of a Helmholtz coil assembly as a
function of the desired B field and work-space size Gc was produced. Given a 45
◦ rotation of
the z-axis coil assembly relative to the system assembly, the user is provided an opportunity
to reduce the overall system size by at least 7%.
Two adaptations of the Biot-Savart law are developed in this paper which offer a means
of calculating the B field given the position of interest, the coil geometry, and the amount
of current passing through the coil. Both adaptations presented are accompanied by a
closed form solution, providing a simple means for performing field calculations. System
performance is monitored using a three-axis hall magnetometer, the setup and results of
which are presented and used to validate the system geometry and both approximation
methods presented.
Included in the Appendix of this thesis are all of the mechanical and electrical draw-
ings and bills of materials required for a full-scale reproduction of this project. There the
reader may also find a complete wiring schematic for the system; however, this schematic
is broken into more manageable sections in the Electrical Design chapter of this thesis. A
comprehensive set of assembly and wiring instructions are provided.
The Helmholtz system produced is capable of producing a field with a homogeneity of
approximately 0.75% given a field strength to coil radius ratio 0.219, exceeding performance
criteria for typical Helmholtz coil assemblies. Step response times of the X and Z-axis coil
assemblies are suitable for setting rotating fields. Step response times for the Y-axis coils is
high, coming in at over 20ms; however, the system is equipped to be powered by three phase
power, an alternative solution which is expected to provide satisfactory coil performance.
In addition to providing all that is required to build this system in totality, this paper pro-
vides high-level details of the HelmholtzControlGUI class written for controlling the system.
Public functions within this class are detailed within the paper including syntax, inputs, and
functionality. Proper implementation of the discussed calibration operations provide excel-
lent system accuracy with the highest of all coil error values below 1.5%. This makes the
system a potentially viable solution for precision test setups such as a magnetically-steered
neurosurgical needle. Given a proper implementation of field gradients, the system is ex-
pected to provide a reliable means of both orientation and locomotion control of magnetic
devices with solely a Helmholtz coil assembly.
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Unless otherwise provided, tolerances are to be kept within +/- 0.010 inches.1.
All dimensions provided are in units of inches2.
These segments of T-slotted framing are cut to lengths of 45". The ends are tapped with 5/16-18 threads3.
These segments of T-slotted framing are cut to lengths of 1.5". Each of the 4 pieces are through-tapped 4.
with 3/16-18 threads for threading the swivel leveling mounts. The side opposite the feet has two of the L-
shaped connectors securing them to the physical frame of the table.
Provided hardware mixes metric and standard. To fix this problem, the provided hardware was omitted 5.
and 5/16-18 bolting is used instead. This is the reason for the 5/16-18 tapped ends on pieces 2 and 9.
These segments of T-slotted framing are cut to lengths of 31". The ends are tapped with 5/16-18 threads6.
See sheets 1 through 8 of drawing "Helmholtz Base Plate" for a complete description of all dimensioning 7.
requirements. Upon completion of machining, this plate is hard anodized.
Screw-on hangers are used to pull the plate down forcing each side of the aluminum plate to make full 8.
contact with the bottom side of each respective slot it rests in.
ITEM NO. PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION QTY.
1 5537T316 L-Shaped Connector, 1.5" Slotted Framing (McMaster) 8
2 47065T613 T-Slotted Framing, Single Rail, 1.5", Cut to 45" - See Note 3 - (McMaster) 2
3 6111K83 Swivel Leveling Mount, 2" Long, 3/16-18 Threads (McMaster) 4
4 Screw-on Hanger for Solid Panel, 1.5" Slotted Framing - See Note 8 - (McMaster)
5 47065T613 T-Slotted Framing, Single Rail, 1.5", Cut to 1.5" - See Note 4 - (McMaster) 4
6 47065T97 End-Feed Fastener, 1.5" Slotted Framing (McMaster) 4
7 47065T243 Outside Corner Bracket, 1.5" Slotted Framing - See Note 5 - (McMaster) 4
8 47065T54 Handle, 1.5" Slotted Framing (McMaster) 4
9 47065T613 T-Slotted Framing, Single Rail, 1.5" - See Note 6 - (McMaster) 2
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Unless otherwise provided, tolerances are to be kept within +/- 0.010 inches.1.
All dimensions provided are in units of inches2.
These 8 fans are each mounted to the underside of the system table plate. Ensure direction 3.
of flow is oriented upward upon installation.
For details regarding the specific contents of the Low Voltage Assembly labeled with piece 4.
number 16, see drawing "Low Voltage Assembly - BOM"
These two terminal blocks are mounted on the underside of the plate to provide a DC 5.
supply voltage and ground bus wiring locations for the eight cooling fans.
ITEM NO. PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION QTY.
10 1939K39 Low-Voltage Equipment-Cooling Fan, 12V DC, 1.57" Square - See Note 3 - (McMaster) 8
11 98164A444 6-32 316 SS Button Head Dex Drive Screw, 1.25" Long (McMaster) 32
12 94407A101 6-32 18-8 SS Locknut (McMaster) 32
13 6332K34 Knurled, Anodized Aluminum Potentiometer Knob (McMaster) 3
14 COM-09939 Rotary Potentiometer - 10k Ohm, Linear (Sparkfun) 3
15 7395K11 Rocker Switch 2 Position, for 1.125" Panel Cutout (McMaster) 2
16 - Low Voltage Assembly - See Note 4 1
17 USB-AO16-8E-10B Programmable Digital Analog Converter (ACESS) 1
18 AMC-B30-A40AC Servo Amplifier (A-M-C) 6
19 90631A009 8-32 CS Locknut (McMaster) 36
20 92185A197 8-32 316 SS Socket Head Screw, 0.75" Long (McMaster) 36
21 9600K54 Rubber Grommet for 1/2" hole in 1/4" material (McMaster) 21
22 92185A194 8-32 316 SS Socket Head Screw, 0.5" Long (McMaster) 8
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For a complete list of all materials and their dimensions, 
please look at the following drawings:
- Camera Assemblies - BOM (2 pages)
- Camera Mount
- Vertical Instrumentation Rack - BOM
- Horizontal Camera Backdrop - BOM
- Helmholtz Base Plate (8 pages)
- Helmholtz Coil Assemblies (3 pages)
- Helmholtz Coil Plates (3 pages)
- Instrumentation Mount - BOM
- Instrumentation Mount
- LED Assembly - BOM
- LED Matrix Mount Plate
- Low Voltage Assembly - BOM
- Square Coil Sizing
- Work Space Support - BOM (2 pages)
- Work Space Support (2 pages)
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The bill of materials on this document quantifies the materials needed to make only one 1.
coil. To make a proper coil-pair, double the quantities provided.
This is the "inner" coil-plate for both of the inner coils, meaning it is the plate which is 2.
closest to the center of the overall coil assembly. For both of the inner coils, the inner coil-
plate is suspended, as opposed to the secondary and outer coil-pairs. See item number 1 
on sheet 1 of drawing "Helmholtz Coil Plates" for dimensioning and fabrication instructions.
This is the "outer" coil-plate for both of the inner coils, meaning it is the plate which is 3.
furthest from the center of the overall coil assembly.  For the lower coil, this plate is 
mounted to the four holes shown in the Top View of sheet 1 on drawing "Work Space 
Support." See item number 2 on sheet 1 of drawing "Helmholtz Coil Plates" for 
dimensioning and fabrication instructions. The upper coil is mounted to the custom cut 
PVC angle shown as piece number six on sheet 2 of this drawing set.
The radius of these standoffs was inentionally selected to be half that of the inner corner 4.
bend radius. To prevent the possibility of shorting coil windings to each other in the event 
that winding lacquer damage occurs, these are to be sleeved with 0.25"ID Delrin tubing 
via a 0.001" press fit. The ID of the delrin tubing may require reaming to better suit the press 
fit. The OD of the delrin tubing may require lathing to better suit imperfections in the 
custom coil profile. The length of both item number 3 and 8 will have to be reduced to 
ensure the acrylic plates make complete contact with the sides of the respective coil.
Items number 7 and 8 are required to secure the upper inner coil in to the secondary coil-5.
pair, effectively suspending it in it's proper position in 3D space. 
ITEM 
NO. PART NO. DESCRIPTION QTY.
1 8560K213 CUSTOM - 0.1875" Clear Acrylic Sheet - See Note 2 - (McMaster) 1
2 8560K213 CUSTOM - 0.1875" Clear Acrylic Sheet - See Note 3 - (McMaster) 1
3 92474A121 Zinc-Plated Brass Female Threaded Round Standoff, 0.25"OD, 1" Long - Cut to Fit - See Note 4 - (McMaster) 4
4 97715A215 10-32 Brass Hex Drive Rounded Head Screw, 0.5" Long (McMaster) 8
5 - CUSTOM - Secondary Coil - See drawing "Square Coil Sizing" 1
6 1830T129 Tube, Delrin 0.5"OD, 0.25"ID, Cut to fit - See Note 4 - (McMaster) 4
7 97715A265 1/4-20 Brass Hex Drive Rounded Head Screw, 1" Long - See Note 5 - (McMaster) 4
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The bill of materials on this document quantifies the materials needed to make only one 1.
coil. To make a proper coil-pair, double the quantities provided.
This is the "inner" coil-plate for both of the secondary coils, meaning it is the plate which 2.
faces the UHMW work space support, mounting to the locations dimensioned in View B-B 
shown 1.678" from the bottom of the support, on sheet 2 of drawing "Work Space 
Support." See item number 4 on sheet 2 of drawing "Helmholtz Coil Plates" for 
dimensioning and fabrication instructions.
This is the "outer" coil-plate for both of the secondary coils, meaning it is the plate which is 3.
furthest from the UHMW work space support shown on drawing "Work Space Support." 
See item number 3 on sheet 2 of drawing "Helmholtz Coil Plates" for dimensioning and 
fabrication instructions.
The radius of these standoffs was inentionally selected to be half that of the inner corner 4.
bend radius. To prevent the possibility of shorting coil windings to each other in the event 
that winding lacquer damage occurs, these are to be sleeved with 0.25"ID Delrin tubing 
via a 0.001" press fit. The ID of the delrin tubing may require reaming to better suit the press 
fit. The OD of the delrin tubing may require lathing to better suit imperfections in the 
custom coil profile. The length of both item number 3 and 9 will have to be reduced to 
ensure the acrylic plates make complete contact with the sides of the respective coil.
This PVC angle is to be machined to meet the requirements provided in drawing 5.
"Miscellaneous Machined Parts."
ITEM NO. PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION QTY.
1 8560K215 CUSTOM - 0.1875" Clear Acrylic Sheet - See Note 2 - (McMaster) 1
2 8560K215 CUSTOM - 0.1875" Clear Acrylic Sheet - See Note 3 - (McMaster) 1
3 92474A122 Zinc-Plated Brass Female Threaded Round Standoff, 0.25"OD, 1.25" Long - See Note 4 - (McMaster) 4
4 97715A215 10-32 Brass Hex Drive Rounded Head Screw, 0.5" Long (McMaster) 8
5 - CUSTOM - Secondary Coil - See drawing "Square Coil Sizing" 1
6 2579T56 1.5"x1.5" PVC Angle, 90, Clear, 0.25" Wall, 5' Long - See Note 5 (McMaster) 1
7 92092A029 1/4-20 Brass Lock-Nut (McMaster) 2
8 97715A265 1/4-20 Brass Hex Drive Rounded Head Screw, 1" Long (McMaster) 2
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The bill of materials on this document quantifies the materials needed to make only 1.
one coil. To make a proper coil-pair, double the quantities provided.
This is the "inner" coil-plate for both of the outermost coils, meaning it is the plate which 2.
faces the UHMW work space support, mounting to the locations dimensioned in the 
center of View A-A shown on sheet 2 of drawing "Work Space Support." See item 
number 6 on sheet 3 of drawing "Helmholtz Coil Plates" for dimensioning and 
fabrication instructions.
This is the "outer" coil-plate for both of the outermost coils, meaning it is the plate 3.
which is furthest from the UHMW work space support shown on drawing "Work Space 
Support." See item number 5 on sheet 3 of drawing "Helmholtz Coil Plates" for 
dimensioning and fabrication instructions.
The radius of these standoffs was inentionally selected to be half that of the inner 4.
corner bend radius. To prevent the possibility of shorting coil windings to each other in 
the event that winding lacquer damage occurs, these are to be sleeved with 0.25"ID 
Delrin tubing via a 0.001" press fit. The ID of the delrin tubing may require reaming to 
better suit the press fit. The OD of the delrin tubing may require lathing to better suit 
imperfections in the custom coil profile.
ITEM 
NO. PART NO. DESCRIPTION QTY.
1 8560K215 CUSTOM - 0.1875" Clear Acrylic Sheet - See Note 2 (McMaster) 1
2 8560K215 CUSTOM - 0.1875" Clear Acrylic Sheet  - See Note 3 (McMaster) 1
3 92474A123 Zinc-Plated Brass Female Threaded Round Standoff, 0.25"OD, 1.5" Long - See Note 4 - (McMaster) 4
4 97715A215 10-32 Brass Hex Drive Rounded Head Screw, 0.5" Long 8
5 - CUSTOM - Largest Coil - See drawing "Square Coil Sizing" 1
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This drawing serves only as a bill of materials for the given assembly. Specific custom 1.
component dimensions may be found on the respective component's technical 
drawing.
The four screws which have the head pointing down, and the threads pointing up are 2.
used to install this LED assembly on the system plate.
ITEM NO. PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION QTY.
1 9600K54 Rubber Grommet for 1/2" hole in 1/4" material (McMaster) 1
2 1487 NeoPixel NeoMatrix 8x8 - 64 RGB LED Pixel Matrix (Adafruit) 1
3 - CUSTOM - See technical drawing "LED Matrix Mount Plate" 1
4 92185A107 316 SS 4-40 Socket Cap Screw - See Note 2 - (McMaster) 8
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This drawing serves only as a bill of materials for the given assembly. Specific custom 1.
component dimensions may be found on the respective component's technical 
drawing.
Machined in-house from white UHMW 1" x 2" x 24"  Bar Stock. See technical drawing 2.
"Instrumentation Mount"
ITEM 
NO. PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION QTY.
1 8702K124 CUSTOM - See Note 2 (McMaster) 1
2 90585A211 6-32 316 SS Hex Drive Flat Head Screw, 5/16" Long (McMaster) 2
3 THM1176 Three-Axis Hall Magnetometer (Metrolab) 1
4 47065T841 T-Slotted Framing, Fixed Height Mounting Foot, for 1" High Single Rail (McMaster) 1
5 47065T142 T-Slotted Framing, End-Feed Fastener, for 1" High Single Rail (McMaster) 2
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Though this drawing serves as a bill of materials, specific cut dimensions are provided, so 1.
dimensioned drawings are not required.
The hole which is used to secure the camera mount to the framing is to be countersunk to 2.
match the profile of part no.6
This foot is a modified form of the provided McMaster part number, see "Non-Slotted Foot" 3.
detail on drawing "Miscellaneous Machined Parts"
This is a custom machined pin made with the intent to be press-fit into the bottom of the 4.
pictured framing. See drawing "Miscellaneous Machined Parts" for dimensioned drawing
ITEM 
NO. PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION QTY.
1 BFS-U3-51S5C-C 5.0 MP Color Blackfly S USB 3.0 Camera (FLIR) 1
2 58240 6X 18-108mm 6.96" Long - Macro Zoom Lens (Edmund Optics) 1
3 - CUSTOM - See technical drawing "Camera Mount" 1
4 47065T236 Corner Bracket for 1" T-Slotted Rail - See Note 2 - (McMaster) 2
5 47065T142 End-Feed Fastener for 1" T-Slotted Rail (McMaster) 4
6 93791A416 1/4-20 18-8 SS Hex Drive Flat Head Screw, 3/8" Long (McMaster) 2
7 47065T841 Fixed Height Mounting Foot for 1" T-Slotted Rail - See Note 3 - (McMaster) 1
8 6092K41 Seven-Point Knob - 1/4-20 Threads - 9/16" Stud (McMaster) 1
9 47065T151 Drop-In Fastener for 1" T-Slotted Rail (McMaster) 1
10 47065T389 2-Opening Cable Holder for 1" T-Slotted Rail (McMaster) 1
11 91292A114 M3 x 0.5 18-8 SS Socket Head Screw, 12mm Long (McMaster) 3
12 47065T209 1" T-Slotted Single Rail, Cut to 6.459" (McMaster) 1
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Though this drawing serves as a bill of materials, specific cut dimensions are provided, 1.
so dimensioned drawings are not required.
In order to fit the additive manufactured camera mount, the hardware securing the 2.
parallel plates to the pivot point must be backed out a couple of turns each. Once 
the camera mount is in position, secure all four parts no.8 before re-tightening the 
pivot point.
Due to spatial limitations, the bolting hardware was removed from the overall handle. 3.
In place of the handle is a short, flat plate which does not intersect with the camera 
cable upon securing the T-Nut in the vertical T-slotted framing rail.
ITEM NO. PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION QTY.
1 - CUSTOM - See technical drawing "Camera Mount" 1
2 BFS-U3-51S5C-C 5.0 MP Color Blackfly S USB 3.0 Camera (FLIR) 1
3 58240 6X 18-108mm 6.96" Long - Macro Zoom Lens (Edmund Optics) 1
4 47065T191 Inline Pivot for 1" T-Slotted Rail **See Note 2 (McMaster) 1
5 6305K55 Adjustable-Position Handle - 1/4-20 Threads 1.25" Stud **See Note 3 (McMaster) 1
6 91255A537 1/4-20 CS Button Head Hex Drive Screw - 0.5" Long (McMaster) 4
7 91292A114 M3 x 0.5 18-8 SS Socket Head Screw, 12 mm Long (McMaster) 3
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Though this drawing serves as a bill of materials, specific cut dimensions are provided, 1.
so dimensioned drawings are not required.
Machined in-house from white UHMW 1" x 2" x 24"  Bar Stock. See technical drawing 2.
"Instrumentation Mount"
Modified in-house from fixed-height mounting foot. See detail "Slotted Foot" on 3.
technical drawing "Miscellaneous Machined Parts."
Laser-cut in-house from white Acrylic 12" x 12" x 1/8" Sheet. See detail "Imaging 4.




NO. PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION QTY.
1 47065T209 1" T-Slotted Single Rail, Cut to 19.628" (McMaster) 3
2 47065T209 1" T-Slotted Single Rail, Cut to 15" (McMaster) 1
3 47065T209 1" T-Slotted Single Rail, Cut to 2.214" (McMaster) 2
4 47065T209 1" T-Slotted Single Rail, Cut to 3.787" (McMaster) 1
5 47065T209 1" T-Slotted Single Rail, Cut to 13.110" (McMaster) 1
6 47065T186 6" Diagonal Brace for 1" T-Slotted Rail (McMaster) 1
7 47065T236 Corner Bracket for 1" T-Slotted Rail (McMaster) 2
8 47065T139 Compact End-Feed Fastener for 1" Rail (McMaster) 4
9 47065T142 End-Feed Fastener for 1" T-Slotted Rail (McMaster) 8
10 47065T841 CUSTOM - See Note 3 - (McMaster) 3
11 6092K41 Seven-Lobe Knob - 1/4-20 Thread (McMaster) 3
12 8505K741 CUSTOM - See Note 4 (McMaster) 1
13 47065T151 Drop-in Fastener for 1" T-Slotted Rail (McMaster) 3
14 47065T242 Outside Corner Bracket for 1" Rail (McMaster) 5
15 47065T389 2-Opening Cable Holder for 1" Rail (McMaster) 3
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Two of this assembly should be produced in total. Though this drawing serves as a bill 1.
of materials, specific cut dimensions are provided, so dimensioned drawings are not 
required.
Machined in-house from white UHMW 1" x 2" x 24"  Bar Stock. All cuts made are 2.
identical with that of "Imaging Backdrop" detail on drawing "Miscellaneous Machined 
Parts," except the upper hole should only be 3" separated from the lower hole rather 
than 8."
See "Track-Guide Pin" detail on drawing "Miscellaneous Machined Parts"3.
This is a modified form of the provided McMaster part number. See "Non-Slotted Foot" 4.
detail on drawing "Miscellaneous Machined Parts"
ITEM NO. PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION QTY.
1 8505K741 CUSTOM - See Note 3 - (McMaster) 1
2 47065T209 1" T-Slotted Single Rail, Cut to 8" (McMaster) 1
3 - CUSTOM - Stainless Steel Press-Fit Pin - See Note 4 1
4 6092K41 Seven-Point Knob - 1/4-20 Threads - 9/16" Stud (McMaster) 1
5 47065T841 CUSTOM - See Note5 - (McMaster) 1
6 47065T151 Drop-In Fastener for 1" T-Slotted Rail (McMaster) 1
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This drawing serves only as a bill of materials for the given assembly. Specific custom 1.
component dimensions may be found on the respective component's technical 
drawing, in Appendix - Technical Drawings.
Custom part machined in-house from black UHMW sheet 6" x 6" x 5". See drawing 2.
"Work Space Support"
The purpose of the acrylic cylinder is to offer a surface on which one may place an 3.
experimental setup, and provide a medium for even dispersal of light provided by an 
LED matrix to be mounted directly below the acrylic cylinder. To ensure even 
distribution of the light passing through it, the cylinder wall was masked while both of 
the cylinder faces were lightly sandblasted.
ITEM NO. PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION QTY.
2 7527K45 Terminal Block - Five 20A Circuits, 3/8" CtoC (McMaster) 3
3 4296A176 CUSTOM - See Note 2 (McMaster) 1
4 98164A119 6-32 SS Button Head Hex Cap Screw, 1" Long (McMaster) 12
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This drawing serves only as a bill of materials for the given assembly. Specific custom 1.
component dimensions may be found on the respective component's technical drawing, 
in Appendix - Technical Drawings. All parts pictured without part numbers are either on 
sheet 1, or were included to assist in communicating the purpose of the hardware shown 
in exploded view.
Custom part machined in-house from black UHMW sheet 6" x 6" x 5". See drawings "Work 2.
Space Support" and "Work Space Support - BOM" for additional material and fabrication 
information.
(1) 10-32 Brass screw is required to secure the inner coil of both the secondary and outer 3.
coil set to the work space support.
(4) 1/4-20 Brass screws are used to secure the lower inner coil to the work space support.4.
(4) 1/4-20 SS screws are used to secure the work space support to the aluminum plate 5.
itself.
ITEM 
NO. PART NO. DESCRIPTION QTY.
5 97715A215 10-32 Brass Hex Drive Rounded Head Screw, 0.5" Long - See Note 3 - (McMaster) 4
6 97715A265 1/4-20 Brass Hex Drive Rounded Head Screw, 0.75" Long - See Note 4 - (McMaster) 4
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The two smaller knockouts on the forward-left facing enclosure wall were removed to 1.
provide an option for routing each of the wires discussed in the low-voltage enclosure 
portion of the electrical design section of the thesis. Additionally, snap-together 
fasteners (McMaster part number 96055K23) were used to secure the enclosure to the 
system baseplate.
The microcontroller used is an ADK edition of the Arduino Mega 2560 R3, providing the 2.
user with Android-based control capabilities in addition to all of the normal 
performance capabilities of the Mega 2560 R3. For the current applications, the ADK 
feature is not needed, so the version is left as written in the material description above.
This ADC shield was modified to add signal filtering via an installation of (6) 0603-sized 3.
capacitors rated at 3000pF, installed at capacitor positions C1, C3, C4, C7, C9, and 
C10. See Mayhew Lab's user manual pg.3 for more details.
Holes were drilled through the base of the enclosure to firmly mount the power supply 4.
within the enclosure. See the power supply data sheet for details regarding product 
dimensions.
ITEM NO. PART NO. DESCRIPTION QTY.
1 102-2525-ND AC/DC Converter 5V and 12V 60W (DigiKey) 1
2 7360K661 Polycarbonate Electrical Enclosure 7"x5"x5" - See Note 1 (McMaster) 1
3 DEV-11061 Arduino Mega 2560 R3 - See Note 3 (Sparkfun) 8
4 - Extended ADC Shield, 12-bit - See Note 4 (Mayhew Labs) 1
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All dimensions provided are in units of inches1.
Unless otherwise provided, all tolerances are assumed to be +/- 0.005".2.
All features shown are to be through-cut unless accompanied by a section view (e.g. SECTION A-A)3.
The aluminum plate used is not required to be grade 6061 as long as it is an appropriate material for 4.
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SEE SHEET 5 and 6
SEE SHEET 7
SEE SHEET 3
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All dimensions provided are in units of inches1.
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All dimensions provided are in units of inches1.
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SCALE 1 : 1.5
NOTES:
All dimensions provided are in units of inches1.
Unless otherwise provided, all tolerances are assumed to be +/- 0.005".2.
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All dimensions provided are in units of inches1.
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DETAIL C (TYP X4)
TOP VIEW (LEFT), BOTTOM VIEW (RIGHT)
SECTION C-C
NOTES:
All dimensions provided are in units of inches1.
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DETAIL D - TOP VIEW
TYP X2




DETAIL E - TOP VIEW
TYP X3
SCALE 1 : 1
D
D
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All dimensions provided are in units of inches1.
Unless otherwise provided, all tolerances are assumed to be +/- 0.005".2.
Unless otherwise provided, all fillets are assumed to have a radius of 0.0625"3.
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All dimensions provided are in units of inches1.
Unless otherwise provided, all tolerances are assumed to be +/- 0.005".2.
All coil plates were cut out of 3/16" thick acrylic (McMaster No. 8560K215)3.
ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION QTY.
1 Inner Coil-Pair Plate 1 2
2 Inner Coil-Pair Plate 2 2
3 Middle Coil-Pair Plate 1 2
4 Middle Coil-Pair Plate 2 2
5 Outer Coil-Pair Plate 1 2
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  0.193  35° 
DETAIL A** - LARGE COIL CRADLE (TYPx8)
TYPICAL FOR BOTH RIGHT-HAND CUTOUTS
(MIRRORED FOR LEFT-HAND CUTOUTS)





























All dimensions provided are in units of inches1.
Unless otherwise provided, all tolerances are assumed to be +/- 0.005".2.
All coil plates were cut out of 3/16" thick acrylic (McMaster No. 8560K215)3.
** Indicates measurements which are identical on both part no. 3 and 44.
The large coil cradle is a notch in which the large coil plate will rest. The point of contact 5.
in each of these cradles will be flush with the perpendicular cut face of the large coil 
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DETAIL B** - LARGE COIL CRADLE CATCH
TYPICAL FOR BOTH CUTOUTS
**SEE NOTE 4 & 5
NOTES:
All dimensions provided are in units of inches1.
Unless otherwise provided, all tolerances are assumed to be +/- 0.005".2.
All coil plates were cut out of 3/16" thick acrylic (McMaster No. 8560K215)3.
** Indicates measurements which are identical on both part no. 5 and 64.
The large coil cradle catch perfectly straddles the large coil cradle on paired coil 5.
plates shown in Detail A on sheet 2 of this drawing package. This catch serves primarily 
as a geometric reference point, but may double as channeling for forced air cooling 
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Figure A.27: Coil plate shop drawing - sheet 3 of 3
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All dimensions provided are in units of inches1.





SECTION A - A
TOP VIEW
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All dimensions provided are in units of inches1.
Unless otherwise provided, all tolerances are assumed to be +/- 0.005".2.
Unless otherwise provided, all fillets are assumed to have a radius of 0.0625"3.
This part is to be produced with Nylon using FDM4.
All four LED standoffs are to have a 45 degree chamfer transitioning from the standoff 5.
cylinder to the mount plate face.
The 1/2" hole provides a location for positoining a commercially available rubber 6.
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This part is to be laser-cut out of white acrylic and serve as a backdrop for effective imaging background-subraction.1.
All dimensions provided are in units of inches2.
Unless otherwise provided, all tolerances are assumed to be +/- 0.005".3.
This foot is a modified form of McMaster part number 47065T841. This modification is made to ensure even contact between the bottom of the 4.
knob used, and the mounting foot.
This foot is a further modified form of the one pictured above it. The only change is the addition of a 0.5" slot the half-circle of which is 5.
centered on the original through-hole.
IMAGING BACKDROP
SLOTTED FOOTSECONDARY TO INNER COILMOUNT - FRONT VIEW
SECONDARY TO INNER COIL
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 1.017 0.150 
ALL AROUND





















 1.164 0.005 
 R0.250 (TYPx4)
 1.356 0.150 
ALL AROUND








 1.330 0.005 
NOTES:
These square coils were each wound by a custom coil winding company. The company 1.
was held responsible for sourcing all materials required for their creation, including all 
wiring, tooling, and fixtures. When winding coils with 16 gauge wire, standard practice 
calls for a maintained load of 15lbf in tension on the wire throughout the winding process. 
This can result in extremely high load conditions on coil spool contact points. To drastically 
reduce and simplify coil spool loading requirements, the coils were each dipped in an 
epoxy resin and baked in a kiln per company recommendations. This allows the coils to 
be self-supportive, enabling more lean spool design. Larger tolerances have been 
provided where tight tolerances are a challenge. Smaller tolerances are designated 
where they are both critical and possible.
Proper completion of this system requires fabrication of two of each of the above coils.2.
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 3.000 0.01 
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2.625 0.02 5.000 0.02 
 6.000 0.02 
 .821 

















All dimensions provided are in units of inches1.





* DETAILS A-A AND B-B



























































 .856 (TO FACE) 
 1.678 
VEIW A-A VIEW B-B
NOTES:
All dimensions provided are in units of inches1.
Unless otherwise provided, all tolerances are assumed to be +/- 0.005" or +/-2 degrees2.
Both views A-A and B-B are mirrors of the opposing part face for all provided dimensions 3.
EXCEPT for dimensions relating position of 6-32 tapped holes.



























Figure A.33: Work-space support shop drawing - sheet 2 of 2
126
Figure A.34: Wiring diagram of the entire Helmholtz system
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Table A.1: Average recorded B-field at X = -1,” Y = -1,” and Z = -0.5”
Approximation Error
Wire Method Shell MethodCoil Bx By Bz
Bx By Bz Bx By Bz
Units
- X 13.98 -1.45 0.51 0.38 -0.38 1.01 -0.70 -0.05 1.16 mT
+X 9.87 1.03 -0.31 0.95 -0.04 -0.83 0.96 -0.20 -0.91 mT
- Y -0.40 13.17 0.77 0.42 0.35 1.16 0.62 -0.43 1.26 mT
+Y 1.12 10.22 -0.01 0.31 0.82 -0.41 0.18 0.73 -0.47 mT
- Z -1.64 -2.17 9.93 0.01 -0.22 1.34 -0.34 -0.56 0.41 mT
+Z 1.71 1.47 14.66 0.22 -0.29 0.42 0.93 0.41 0.53 mT
Table A.2: Average recorded B-field at X = -1,” Y = -1,” and Z = 0.5”
Approximation Error
Wire Method Shell MethodCoil Bx By Bz
Bx By Bz Bx By Bz
Units
- X 14.05 -1.47 0.46 0.44 -0.42 -0.05 -0.64 -0.09 -0.20 mT
+X 9.79 1.02 -0.24 0.86 -0.05 0.28 0.88 -0.22 0.36 mT
- Y -0.38 13.12 0.73 0.44 0.30 0.33 0.65 -0.48 0.23 mT
+Y 1.18 10.22 0.04 0.36 0.84 0.44 0.24 0.75 0.50 mT
- Z -1.73 -2.23 10.12 0.14 -0.36 0.60 0.84 0.34 0.71 mT
+Z 1.80 1.50 14.53 0.10 -0.20 1.20 -0.24 -0.55 0.27 mT
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Table A.3: Average recorded B-field at X = -1,” Y = 1,” and Z = -0.5”
Approximation Error
Wire Method Shell MethodCoil Bx By Bz
Bx By Bz Bx By Bz
Units
- X 14.30 0.44 -0.50 0.73 -0.63 0.0 -0.34 -0.96 0.15 mT
+X 9.49 -1.54 0.79 0.54 -0.47 0.28 0.56 -0.30 0.20 mT
- Y -0.30 9.66 -0.22 0.52 0.27 0.18 0.64 0.18 0.24 mT
+Y 1.75 13.93 1.02 0.93 1.10 0.63 0.73 0.32 0.53 mT
- Z -1.70 1.19 14.20 -0.0 -0.51 0.87 0.34 -0.85 -0.06 mT
+Z 1.65 -2.18 10.43 -0.23 -0.31 0.91 -0.93 0 1.02 mT
Table A.4: Average recorded B-field at X = 1,” Y = -1,” and Z = -0.5”
Approximation Error
Wire Method Shell MethodCoil Bx By Bz
Bx By Bz Bx By Bz
Units
- X 9.39 -1.37 -0.64 0.42 -0.32 -0.10 0.43 -0.15 -0.18 mT
+X 14.51 0.78 0.91 0.93 -0.17 0.33 -0.15 -0.50 0.48 mT
- Y 1.24 13.19 -0.09 0.38 0.42 0.32 0.18 -0.36 0.22 mT
+Y -0.52 10.29 0.89 0.26 0.90 0.42 0.38 0.81 0.48 mT
- Z 1.85 -2.45 13.91 -0.12 -0.38 0.50 -0.81 0.35 0.61 mT
+Z -1.79 1.58 10.41 -0.23 -0.08 1.13 0.12 -0.42 0.20 mT
Table A.5: Average recorded B-field at X = 1,” Y = -1,” and Z = 0.5”
Approximation Error
Wire Method Shell MethodCoil Bx By Bz
Bx By Bz Bx By Bz
Units
- X 9.36 -1.39 0.42 0.42 -0.32 -0.10 0.43 -0.15 -0.18 mT
+X 14.54 0.90 -0.17 0.93 -0.17 0.33 -0.15 -0.50 0.48 mT
- Y 1.20 13.25 0.72 0.38 0.42 0.32 0.18 -0.36 0.22 mT
+Y -0.56 10.29 0.02 0.26 0.90 0.42 0.38 0.81 0.48 mT
- Z 1.75 -2.21 10.02 -0.12 -0.38 0.50 -0.81 0.35 0.61 mT
+Z -1.93 1.62 14.46 -0.23 -0.08 1.13 0.12 -0.42 0.20 mT
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Table A.6: Average recorded B-field at X = 1,” Y = 1,” and Z = -0.5”
Approximation Error
Wire Method Shell MethodCoil Bx By Bz
Bx By Bz Bx By Bz
Units
- X 9.54 0.57 -0.59 0.60 -0.49 -0.06 0.62 -0.66 0.02 mT
+X 14.19 -1.90 0.81 0.60 -0.84 0.31 -0.48 -0.51 0.16 mT
- Y 1.44 9.53 -0.21 0.62 0.14 0.19 0.50 0.05 0.26 mT
+Y 0.12 14.09 1.01 0.94 1.26 0.61 1.15 0.48 0.51 mT
- Z 1.92 1.09 14.02 0.23 -0.61 0.70 -0.12 -0.96 -0.23 mT
+Z -1.92 -2.01 10.42 -0.05 -0.14 0.92 0.65 0.56 1.02 mT
Table A.7: Average recorded B-field at X = 1,” Y = 1,” and Z = 0.5”
Approximation Error
Wire Method Shell MethodCoil Bx By Bz
Bx By Bz Bx By Bz
Units
- X 9.43 0.97 0.50 0.49 -0.10 -0.02 0.50 -0.27 0.10 mT
+X 14.48 -1.14 -0.25 0.88 -0.08 0.25 -0.20 0.25 0.40 mT
- Y 1.02 9.71 0.61 0.21 0.32 0.21 0.08 0.23 0.14 mT
+Y -0.59 14.12 0.12 0.23 1.29 0.51 0.43 0.51 0.61 mT
- Z 1.85 1.28 10.18 -0.02 -0.59 0.67 -0.72 -1.29 0.77 mT
+Z -2.01 -2.26 14.42 -0.31 0.57 1.09 0.03 -0.23 0.16 mT
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Table A.8: Calculated coil-pair B-field at all recorded positions
Position Coil-Pair Bx (mT) By (mT) Bz (mT) Btot
x: -1” X 23.92 0.15 -0.23 23.92
y: -1” Y -0.56 22.94 0.675 22.95
z: 0.5” Z -0.05 -0.64 24.59 24.60
x: -1” X 23.85 0.10 -0.23 23.85
y: -1” Y -0.49 23.14 0.71 23.15
z: 0.5” Z 0.06 -0.78 24.47 24.48
x: -1” X 23.84 -0.65 -0.24 23.85
y: 1” Y 0.23 23.18 0.70 23.19
z: 0.5” Z -0.02 -0.85 24.70 24.72
x: -1” X 24.72 0.29 0.09 24.72
y: 1” Y 1.17 20.74 0.37 20.77
z: -0.5” Z -0.01 2.45 22.70 22.84
x: 1” X 21.31 2.43 -0.18 21.45
y: -1” Y -0.47 23.25 0.67 23.27
z: 0.5” Z 0.27 -0.48 24.43 24.44
x: 1” X 21.23 1.83 -0.06 21.31
y: -1” Y 0.12 23.30 0.70 23.31
z: -0.5” Z -0.18 -0.87 24.29 24.30
x: 1” X 23.87 0.31 -0.28 23.87
y: 1” Y -0.58 23.26 0.69 23.27
z: 0.5” Z 0.19 -0.86 24.58 24.59
x: 1” X 23.87 0.34 -0.14 23.87
y: 1” Y -0.61 23.41 0.74 23.43
z: -0.5” Z -0.16 -0.75 24.45 24.46
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